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AM OBII LETTO TO ALL WIEWDS Of EASTEM
My r.llow Kentucklsns:
In the casing Rbvember election, Kentucky's voters will decide whether CO retain,
in it* present form, tha existing 1891 Con.11 tut Ion. or to adopt a revised Charter
submitted to the voters by th« Ccnaral Assembly and framed through the machinery of
the Constitution Revision Assembly. I sm convinced that a more Important Issue has
not been presented to our cltlicns In my lifetime.
The decision will affect the efficiency, the flexibility and tho capacity of Kentucky's
government now sad for generations to come.
What are the improvements of the 19*6 Constitution over the 1891 Constitution? Why
is the new Constitution a batter framework for government In the twentieth century?
The now Constitution will strengthen tho Ccncral Assembly and make It a truly coordinate branch of government with the executive and the Judicial.
The new Constitution will strengthen tho executive part of tho government by making
possible for future governors to succeed themselves In office If approved by the
voters. It will msko It possible for the governor to name the members of his cabinet
with the exception of such offices as the lieutenant governor and the attorney general
and the auditor. Tho auditor and tho attorney general would be elected as a desirable
check upon the governor.
The new Charter will remove the office of superintendent of public instruction, the
highest education office in the state, from the realm of partisan politics and make
It a professional office. This will make It possible for tho state school system to
develop long range plans and provide leadership for the Implementation of these plsns.
A unified court system will make for speedier and less expensive disposition of court
esses. The article concerning tho courts as well ss the entire Constitution has been
approved by the governing authorities of the Kentucky Bar Association.
In the realm of local government, an effort has boon made to provide more authority
locally in order to give our cities and counties greater measure of home rule. Tho
homo rule provisions are democratic, progressive, sod flexible, suited to the needs
of • modern Kentucky.
Surely Kentucky needs a modern conatltutlon for a modern school system, s modern system of higher education for a modern Commonwealth. I urge you to atudy tho Issues
involved in this campaign and caat your vote for the youth of Kentucky so that wo may
pass on to them a now Charter, a vehicle for the development of a greater Kentucky.

Committee Arranges Homecoming Festivities
Homecoming Committee working on plain
for "The University Year" are. left to right:
Bill Clement*; Sharon Stoneclpher, Progress
staff; Ken Woodworth; Penny Brewer; Mr.

J. W. Thurman; Steve Wilburn; Don Smith;
Bob Hughea; Elaine Taylor; and Barbara
Spicer.

Veterans Attend College
With New GI Bill Aid

All floats _ will b»,**gff"
be *wfP*a**
swar-,'.
AH
Eastern's HomocwnlriK
Homecoming acecUvlUes are scheduled to begin in the Hi-dollar Wsvwhoujs,
on Nov. 4. These will Include US. 25 south, Richmond. The
a dance on Friday night pa- warehouse was opened at a
rade on Saturday morning, and pjn. Thursday until 10 pan.
ogfn***
the football game on Saturday and will remain
Monday, ™«^yJ**to',^yri
afternoon.
This year's theme will be Thursday, and Friday until
the University Tear and all Nov. 4. On Saturdays and Suncampus organizations are In- days the warehouns wOl open
vited to enter a queen candi- from 11 a.m. until 10 pjn.
for floats and care <*
date and a float In the parade theRules
warehouse area' will noor a judgeable decoration or
display on their buldlng. Ex- given to each organisational
ceptions are "B" Club, Mile- the time of application. The
stone, Eastern Progress, and position of floats in th» P*****
will be determined by the date
the Student Council.
of appUeation. (Flint conveOn Nov. 1, then wUl be
campus election to select the flrst served basis).
Floats will not exceed 16 »•*
10 finalists for Homecoming
Queen. The polling place win in height or 10 feet in width.
The
Homecoming Oommltts>
be set up In the lobby of the
Student Union Building. The recommends that float and
10 finalists will be announced decoration costs not exceed
at the Homecoming Dance, »100-* s~
An parade vehicles must
be
Nov. 4.
provided
by
the
sponsoring
cj>
All Queen candidates will be
presented at the dance and at ganlzatlon. Drivers of parade
Hanger Stadium on Homecom- vehicles must be eligible to
have a motor vehicle on caming Day, NOV. B.
The Queen Selection and pus.
Fees are to be paid by cheek
Presentation Committee la
headed by Barbara Spicer, or money order to the Finance
Committee Chairman, Jerry
Room 231. Burnam Hali
Qualifications for queen can- Stewart, Room 807, Dupree
didates Include having a 2.0 Hall, or to Barbara Spicer,
overall standing or better, must Room 231, Burnam Hall. AH
not be on social probation, and fees must be paid not later
must never have been married than 6 pm .Nov. X

NROTC Program
Selects Applicants

UK Hosts Confab

This year especially, we hope
"Student Responsibility for
The Department of the Navy
is now commencing its twenty- Social Change" Is the theme of that many of our former parfirst annual nationwide pro- the fifth annual College Ccnfer- ticipants will come but we also
gram to select high school ence on Intergroup Relations
Twenty-five hundred veter-i eervice after Jan. 31, 1955. end seniors and graduates who will scheduled Oct. 8-80 at the Uni- would like to see new students
ans In Kentucky and about a to certain persons now on ao receive a college education as versity of Kentucky In Lexing- there, because far too often
college students have never
quarter of a million in the na- tive duty. The veteran must midshipmen in the Regular ton.
thought about the part they can
tion will be in classrooms this have had at least 181 days of Naval Reserve Officers TrainSeveral
speaxers
of
national
Robert R. Martin
play in human relations on and
school term with the asmast- active duty.
ing Program. Successful! can- prominence will participate In off campus. We think our anPrealdent
ance of the new OI Btu, the
The basic allowance for a didates will enroll In fifty-two the Conference, which Is coVeterans Administration asti- single veteran Is $100 a month colleges and universities sponsored by the Kentucky Com- nual college conference is a
mated
for full time training; $125 throughout the country in the mission on Human Rights, the good beginning In making students socially aware."
The Kentucky etshnate Is for a veteran with one depend- fall of 1967.
Kentucky Region of the NationThere will be a small regisbased on the more than 4,000 ent; and $150 monthly for a
The purpose of the Regular al Conference of Christians and
applications for Certificates of veteran with two or more de- NROTC Program la to train Jews and the Lincoln Founda- tration fee for the conference.
Housing will be provided for the
Eligibility for education bene- pendents. Payments are related and educate young men for tion.
fits already received by the to calendar months. For ex- careers as commissioned ofStudents at all Kentucky col- registrants.
VA Regional Office in Louis- ample, if a veteran is enrolled ficers in the US. Navy and leges are urged to attend, said
John Fleming, field represenville, according to Olney B. in school for only two weeks Marine Corps. The program in- Miss Lee Rathbone, a U.K. tative for the Commission on
of September, he will receive cludes the following significant senior who Is conference chair- Human Rights, is coordinator of
Owen, manager.
Mr. Owen explained that by only one-half of the regular features:
the conference.
man.
the spring school term more monthly payment for SeptemTuition,
fees
and
textbooks
than 4,000 veterans In the ber.
state will be receiving educaNormally the payments by for four years of college, $50.00
43 states, the District of Co- payment begins a year after tional benefits under the new check should be received on subsistence allowance per
study is completed.
law. VA anticipates that na- the 20th of each month; how- month, plus midshipman unilumbia and Puerto Rico, the full-time
Students apply for loans tionwide 500,000 veterans will ever,
a delay In receiving the forms, wide choice of major
office aaid
from a participating college be receiving the education initial certificate of enrollment fields of study. Three summer
Undergraduates may borrow or university and repay the
benefits by next spring.
from the school, or delay in cruises with the Navy, commisup to $500 a semester or $1,000 US. Office of Education direceiving the certificate of at- sion In the US. Navy or Marine
The National Poetry Press Board of Judges, because of
About
T5
per
cent
of
the
per school year) graduate or rectly. Since the program be- student-veterans will be attend- tendance from the veteran fol- Corps upon graduation, oppor- announces Its Spring Compeprofessional students may bor- gan in February 1961, nearly ing college, with the remain- lowing each month of training tunity to participate In the tition of the College Students' space limitations. Bach poem
row as much as $2,500 a year. $10 million has been made
extensive postgraduate Poetry Anthology. Any student must be typed or printed on a
enrolled In trade or voca- will result in delay of delivery | Navy's
The money may pay for tui- available to aid more than 5,- der
program,
career opportunities attending either a junior or separate sheet and must bear
of
the
check.
tional schools, taking corretion, room and board, books 500 students.
Kentucky veterans may con- in an honored and rewarding senior college is eligible to sub- the name and home address of
spondence
work
or
completing
The
loans
are
part
of
the
and related college expenses.
tact the VA Regional Office, profession.
mit his verse. The closing date the student, as well as the
high school education.
Interest is three per cent, overall Cuban Refugee Pro- their
This year the qualifying ex- for the submission of manu- name of the college attended
The benefit la available, un- 1405 West Broadway, Louisgram
which
is
carried
out
by
and borrowers may have 10
Manuscripts should be sent
the QI Bill, to those vet- ville, for Information concern- amination will be administered scripts by college students Is
years to repay the principal the Department of Health, der
to the Offices of the Press.
throughout the country on De- Nov. 5.
erans having active military ing the new OI Bill.
plus accumulated Interest Re- Education, and Welfare
cember 10, 1966. The deadline
There is no limitations as National Poetry Press, 3210
for receipt of applications is to form or theme. Shorter Selby Avenue, Los Angeles 34,
November 18, 1966.
works are preferred by the Calif.

^Z^m^U

UMia*

Cuban Refugees Go Collegiate
With Aid From US Program
Federal loan funds will help
more than 3,400 Cuban refugees
go to college in the United
States during the fall semester, the US Office of Education announced
Long-term, low-interest loans
am available to Cuban nationals who have been cut off from
financial resources in Cuba and
are unable to pay their own
way through college.
Under the US. Loan Program for Cuban Students, $1,424,3*0 has been allotted to
293 colleges and universities in

Poetry Deadline Nears
For College Entrants

Election Response Poor; Only 30 Per Cent Of Students Vote
Pat Newell Is sophomore for the presidency which went
Class election returns shnwto Jon Akers with 321 votes.
•f. that 2,407 students voted secretary with 382 votes. Her
Other
candidates
for
the
opponents,
Susan
Benton
ana
lart week. This figure repreGail Wilson, received 159 and position were Rcnny Keal with
sents 30.5% of the 7,898 re- 146 votes respectively. Mary 306, Russell PoUgrove with 217,
corded
campus
enrollment. Lynn McCubbln with ?59 won Bob Zwlck with 92, and Ed
Statistics for individual class the treasurer position over Peace with 42.
Burgess Gains Office
voting were 286 —»lors, 487 David Coates with 225 and
Nancy Hill with 159
junior*, and 987 freshmen.
Ronald Buvgess. 342, defeated
Sophomore reporter is Sue Ray Larmee, £69; Gary Grant
Senior class balloting was
the clorest overall race. In the Moberly with 263. Other con- 125; Doug Arnold 96; Martiui
prestdental race Bill Hedges tenders, Betty Molejneaux and Freeh, 56; and Opal Johnson,
received 187 votes and Richard Linda Thomer, received 224 and 48 In the race for freshmen
Griffith MS. 142 votes were 174 votes respectively. Council vice-president
Freshmen secretary position
cast for Bill Wobbeklnd and 110 members are Bob Sanders, 278
for Phil BMUs in the vice-preM- and Jeanne Chlseck. 242. Their went to Karen Paul with 327
derrtal contest.
opponents were Dan Mellul, 184. over Ninia Church, 291: Sandy
Candidates for senior treasur- and Gerald Hutchlns 166. for Todd. 184; Denlse Metnger, 96.
er were Ron Plnsenschaum witn the male position and Cherrl end Joyce Bynen, 74. Rlek
166 votes and George Dodge Lynn May, 231, and Caro' King. Bergsucm, 323, defeated J.
with 90. Secretarial ballots 162, for the female position.
Michael Anderson, SOS; Linda
137 for Jerri Mitchell and 118
Freshmen elections r*suited , Spiess, 127; Larry Pcrgrem,
for Nancy Prinsel.
In a near party victory except 124; and Surah Mackey, 92 foi
Novak Wins Reporter
Pete Nowatt with 141 votes
and Lena Combs with 113 were
contenders for the position of
senior reporter. Student Council Representatives are Joo
Coleman with 164 votes and
Barbara Whltaker with 166. opponents for the two portions
were Jlmmle Mills with 86 and
Clara Blackburn with £5.
The junior class was th
only group that voted in officers running on tne same
party. Ted Marshall with 375
votes defeated George Kulancd with 112 for the presidency.
The vlce-presldental race ended with 287 votes for Ken Spurlock and 191 for Pat Jacovlno.
Darlene Cash, 281 votes, won
the secretary position by defeating Wlllena Baton. 158
votes.
The junior treasurer Is ElIo:>
Srhuler with 303 votes; while
her opponent, Tim McCann,
received 176 ballots. 308 votes
oave Nancy Lewis the position
of reporter over Gordon Jennings with 170. Wayne Glass,
the only candidate for Council
representative, got 486 votes;
while In the girls' Council race
Libby Stultx, 274 votes defeated Ellen Foster wlith 184.
Vlcker* Takes Presidteicy
Sophomore voting gave the
president's position to David
Vickers with 226 votes defeated
Mrs Louise Terry of Jackson, chats with Senator Cooper
Steve Wilborn, 223; Doc Puton his recent visit to Eastern. Senator Cooper was here
nam, 143; and Mnridei! Denton.
campaigning for re-election to the Senate.
82 for the vtlce-presidency.

Senator Cooper Campaigns

the treasurer position.
Reporter 1H Patsy Palmer.
323, over Glenn Angus, 313, and
Nancy Bruccnleri, 98. The mule
representative
to
Student
Council Is Richard R. Llsl. 339.

Mock Election Set
By Political Clubs
A mock election will be held
Tuesday Nov. 1, 1966, for Kentucky resident students. The
voting will be on the proposed
Constitution and the senatorial
contest between John Y. Brown,
Democrat, and John S. Cooper,
Republican. This election sponsored by the Young Democrats
and Young Republicans will be
held all day in the Lobby of the
Student Union Building.

His opponents were Bob Eklund,
276; Larry Dawaon, 153; Tim
Fister. 120; and Ron Brown,
8b. The female Council office
went to Glyenda Morgan, 296,
over
Trica Anderson, 228;
Kathy Thomas, 146; Barbara
Phillips, 68; and Zei.a Calvert,
John Young Brown, Demo65.
cratic candidate for the US.
Senate, addressed some 1,400
students at the freshmen assembly DrosTsm Wednesday.
Brown, who opposes Incumbent Republican Senator John
Sherman Cooper In the Nov. 8
Monday, Oct. 31, tickets will ballot, outlined his program
go on sale for the Little and said that Kentucklans must
Theater's production "You strive for first-class educationCan't Take It With You." The al programs "so that we may
box office will be opened dally establish a first-class society."
"You must educate or advofrom 2-5. Tickets are 75c for
students and $1.00 for non-stu- cate," he said. "As young Kendents. All seats are reserved. tucklans you should work for
This play by Moss Hart and a better Kentucky. You should
George S. Kaufman, will run look at the Issues and reach a
from November 7-12 with an 8 decision."
The Lexington Democrat said
p.m. curtain time.

Senate Candidate Brown Speaks
Addresses Freshmen At Assembly

Tickets Go On Sale
For Little Theater

Colleges Receive National Fellowships
For Recruiting Scholars To Campus

his opponent had originated largest burley producer, lost
only one piece of legislation only 15 per cent and North
while serving In Washington. Carolina gained 1X5 per cent"
"Sure, he's co-sponsored a lot
He said Cooper fears "what
of bills," Brown said "But he calls Inflation. But he thinks
anyone can sign a good bill. Inflation is when everyone has
As Senate Majority Leader In more money. Frankly, that
Frankfort I invited senators to sounds like a good idea to me."
sign a good piece of legislaBrown pointed out that he
tion."
had sponsored a bill calling for
Turning to agriculture, stronger strip mining controls,
Brown said 462 million pounds including reclamation of damoof flu-cured tobacco sold on aged land He said he also
the foreign market last year, sponsored the state Civil Rights
while only 56 million pounds bill and presently is an advocate of the proposed new eonof burley tobacco were sold
'If our burley trade had! stltutlon.
been increased, we could have:' "Senator Cooper has aaid he
raised our production and farm! wasn't going to take any postincome by 50 per cent," Brown Uon on the constitution. I besald
Ueve a man in his position
"Kentucky lost 40 per cent should be responsible—not the
of its tobacco base," he con- type that worries about public
, tinued "Tennessee, the second opinion polls."

Seventy-two developing col-| junior members of other col- institutions Involved, he said,
leges throughout the country lege or university faculties to because it makes available
funds that will allow them to
have received an Infusion of teach In their Institutions.
These National Teaching Fel- compete for the ablest Instrucnew teaching talent through
the National Teaching Fellow- lows are appointed by the tors.
In most cases, the appointees
ship Program, reports the US. US. Commissioner of Education. Each receives a Federal have earned at least one adOffice of Education.
Associate Commissioner for stipend of up to $6,500 per vanced degree and will have
opportunity to continue
Higher Education Peter P. year, plus $400 for each de- the
doctoral or post-doctoral work
Muirhead announced the 176 pendent
Nominees are appointed for while serving as fellows.
fellowships Involved In the first
The fellowship program also
phase of the program. Eighty- one-year terms, renewable for
five more feUows will be ap- s second year upon recommend- will permit release of regular
pointed to 28 additional col- ation of the institution. There /study. This Is expected to conis a two-year limit on appoint- tribute to the much-needed inleges by mid-term.
The National Teaching Fel- ments. It Is hoped that a num- crease In the number of college
lowship Program Is designed ber of felows will elect to be- faculty members holding PhD.
to assist promising but finan- come regular faculty members degrees.
The teaching talent search
cially-limited smaller colleges when their teaching fellowby the smaller colleges is re*
to recruit outstanding young ships have expired.
Muirhead explained that the oelving assistance from the
scholars and retain them for
their faculties. A total of S61 financial inability of the small- major universities. Another
fellowships have been author- er colleges to attract and hold source of nominees has been
ised for 95 colleges during the emerging scholars as well as the roster of young men and
abler senior professors has long women in such foundation1966-67 academic year.
Under provisions of Title m hampered their progress in sponsored programs as the
Woodrow Wilson Intern Proof the Higher Education Act strengthening faculties.
The National Teaching Fel- gram, Danforth Fellowship
of 1965, developing institutions
may nominate Mghly-quallfled lowship Program has received Program, and the Yale Southadvanced graduate students or ent^wsstpsttc response from the ern Teaching Project

Senitorial Candidate Speaks
John Young Brown, Democratic candidate for senator, discusses his ideas on representing Kentucky In Washington.
In his speech. Brown stressed needs for improvements in
education, agriculture, and tobacco.
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'Yes!' For A Progressive Charter

Progress Declares Support Of Constitution Revision
"We, the people of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, grateful to Almighty
God for the civil, political and religious
liberties we enjoy, and invoking the continuance of these blessings . . ."
The proposed revision of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky to be submitted to the people for
approval in the November 8 election is a
carefully conceived—conservative, yet
workable — plan of governmental structure.
The purpose of the constitution revision is up-date statewide and local government without disregarding needed and
proven safeguards of any governing
agency.
The Constitution Revision Assembly
was established in 1964 by the Regular
Session of the General Assembly through
the legislation of House Bill 39. The first
meeting of the Constitution Revision Assembly convened in the House Chamber
of the Old Capital on Feb. 17, 1964. Initial
action on the Constitution was enacted
through the organization of subcommittees within the established Revision committee.
Twenty-three months later the work
of the Constitution Revision Assembly
produced a draft of approximately 13,000
words and 157 sections as compared to the
present Constitution of 21,500 words and
266 sections. It should be noted, however,

that 70 percent of the draft is taken from
the Constitution of 1891.
This is indicative of the Assembly's approach in the creation of the new document—an updating of the present Constitution, retaining the old where practical,
recommending new sections for those the
1891 statement would have hindered, and
deleting the obsolete where no formal pronouncement was deemed necessary or workable.
Numerous major advancements may
be noted in the revision of the Constitution that will prove of long-range benefit
to the populace of Kentucky.
Among these are:
It allows for realistic assessment of
farmland in urban areas. Land used for
agricultural purposes would be assessed accordingly rather than at its potential sale
value for subdivisions and other urbal uses.
It will save taxpayers millions of dollars in lower interest rates on school bond
financing programs by lifting costly restrictions imposed by the present Constitution.
It guarantees the election of local officials by local voters and restricts the appointive power of the Governor to filling
unexpired terms caused by death.
It gives local governmental units the
power to merge, consolidate or alter their
structure in any way they desire, so long as

Si&maJChi In Violation

Fraternity Faces Suspension
(ACP)—The University of Minnesota
chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity has been
threatened with suspension January 1, 1968,
unless the chapter can prove before then
that it is free to pledge and initiate
members without discrimination.
The decision of the All-University
Judiciary Council stemmed from an incident
last April in which the national Sigma Chi
organization suspended a chapter at Stanford University after the chapter offered a
bid for membership to a Negro student.
Several chapters around the country have
been suspended from their campuses since
that time. The national has denied it
suspended the Stanford chapter for bidding a Negro.
Donald Zander, director of Minnesota's Student Activities Bureau, presented
the Stanford incident as evidence of
membership discrimination by the national

organization.
He told the Judiciary Council that de
facto discriminatory practices by Sigma
Chi in turn restrict the freedom of the University chapter to choose its members.
This places the local chapter in violation of the Minnesota policies relating to
the selection of members by student organizations, he said.
George M. Roehdranz, Sigma Chi
alumni president and attorney for the Minnesota chapter, said the organization "is
not going to sit idly by. We are going to
resort to whatever means are open to us to
alter the decision."
The Council's decision may be appealed first through the Senate Committee
on Student Affairs and the Faculty Senate
and finally through President O. Meredith
Wilson and the University Board of Regents.

local voters approve the change at the ballot box.
It provides for biennial elections instead of annual elections. This will save
taxpayers $2 million over a six-year period.
An appointed Commissioner or Agriculture would provide more continuity of
leadership and the State Department of
Agriculture and itsservicesto farmers
would be strengthened and upgraded.
It will strengthen the legislative and
judicial arms of government—to provide a
better system of checks and balances in
government.
With a more independent legislature,
the people flf the Commonwealth will be
better represented, will be provided with
speedier, more accurate justice. Our Department of Education will be provided
stronger schools, free of partisan politics.
The Department of Education will be
headed by professional educators, chosen
on merit rather than political appointees.
The 1966 Legislature approved the
proposed revision by an overwhelming
majority. The Kentucky courts have pronounced it legal.
The Eastern Progress declares itself in
support of the Revision of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky as
a progressive, creatively and thoughtfully
constructed instrument of government at
the highest level. It nobly represents the
pains-taking efforts of the Revision Assembly, and is worthy of representing all
the Commonwealth.
It is now left to the voters!

I Walk Alone
/ walk alone upon this earth.
I've been alone since first my birth.
I care not for the milling crowd,
And my only friend is a silent cloud.
To talk and talk is but a waste,
For words not meant are said in haste
And words not meant can cast apart
The ones who love in part.
For partial love leaves room for hate
And looking for love you cannot wait
To find if this is the one that's true
And if she is the one who really loves you.
So half your life is spent in toil,
Trying to find a love that is loyal
Loyal as man is to his only home
And that's my reason for walking alone.
Michael Stokes

The Radical's Position

Why We Need Noisy Dissenters
(ACP)—The National Student Committee
for the Defense of Viet Nam is another silly
organization proclaiming Itself savior of the
imageo f American college students, says the
Denver Clarion, the University of Denver.
In a recent letter to college newspapers,
six commltteemen said: "We welcome your cooperation and assistance In this bipartisan
national program to show the American people
that the new student radicals do not speak for
our generation in their irresponsible opposition
to our country's policy in Viet Nam."
The.attempt to place pejorative connotations on the word "radicals" is obvious. These
students at Georgetown University simply do
not like people who rock the boat.
Why is radicalism a sin? If there were
no radicals, people on the fringes of accepted
opinion, people who dare to ask the wrong
question, dare to make noise and upset the
status quo, the country would be saddled with
a dictatorship of llkemlndedness.
The position of the radical Is usually Ignored by the proponents of consensus because
It is always slightly embarrassing to others,

The Editor's Notebook
We've noticed that for some reason the Progresses are being removed from some of the
distribution points in less than 34 hours after
they have been placed there for pick up. We
admire the Janitors for their efforts to keep the
dorms clean; but, please folks, give the students
a chance to get their papers.
•
*
•
We are glad to see that campus movies are now
being shown on Saturday nights as well as on
weekday nights. So far this year, the films
that have been shown have been of the most
commendable quality. It Is acknowledged that
the University has taken another step towards
providing more wholesome, acceptable entertainment for its students.
•
•
•
Did you know that the male freshmen
who entered college this fall stand three to
four Inches taller and weigh 80 to 40 pound*
more than those freshmen who enrolled In
1906 T BIO DEAL.

similar to our feelings for a friend who has
drunk too much at a party and unwittingly
insulted someone. Obviously, without radicals
this country could not have survived this long
with anything like freedom of thought. Even
as it is, it takes a great deal of courage to
speak against a consensus. Fortunately the
United States has not reached the point where
radicals are forcibly repressed, but a few more
national Student Committees could do the trick.
Without noisy, clamorous and widelypublicised dissent, our thinking will become
homogenised, tasteless baby food. And then
this country will really be In trouble.

Sex On Campus
Poses Many Problems
(ACP)—Sex on campus has been talked
and written about so much that It usually
ellcta only a yawn nowadays, says columnist
Carrol Cagle in the New Mexico Lobo, University of New Mexico. But It Is wise to
realise the major problems on campus in an
effort to solve them.
The main problem is that there are too
many conduct rules which cannot be completely
enforced and can only lead to more problems.
When in residence halls are required to be
in at a certain hour and are not allowed to
stay out overnight unless they follow due procedure. This is not the case In dozens of instances every night, and everyone knows It.
The administration is not really at fault
It is required to at least go through the motions
of protecting morals because of public scrutiny.
Many administrators admit privately they
would like nothing better than to forfeit thenJob as moral watchguard. But they Just cant
Universities must be bold and farslghted
when it comes tofadng sociological problems.
Acting as a moral guardian is hardly in step
with a university's purpose.
The sheer weight of tradition surrounding
closing hours and bed checks discourages all
but a few women from *»«»"wiglng the system.
It has always been this way, ergo, thus It shall
continue.

For Tke Good Of Kentucky

Why The 1966 Proposed Constitution Should Be Enacted
By EDWARD T. BREATHITT
Governor of Kentucky ,.i
I have always put education first.
That is one of the primary reasons I now
strongly advocate adoption of Kentucky's
proposed new constitution in the November
8 election.
To meet competition from other states
substantial increases in teachers' salaries
have been provided during my administration, without any increase in state taxes.
Steps simultaneously have been taken to
improve the quality of instruction—but you
know and I know this is not enough.
It is more important now than ever,
with increased support for education by
state and federal governments, that we provide a continuity of effort and a continuity
of quality leadership in our State Department of Education.
Before McGuffey's Reader
Kentucky's present Constitution goes
back beyond the days of the McGuffey
reader and the old Blue Back speller. It
calls for the election of a State Superintendent, who cannot succeed himself, on a partisan ticket after nomination in a party
primary.
In a change approved by every educational group in Kentucky, and properly so,
Kentucky's proposed new charter would
provide that the state superintendent be
chosen by a non-partisan State Board of
Education, with professional quality — not
politics—as its guideline.
As another example of the stifling effect of Kentucky's 75-year-old Constitution,
I point to delayed adoption of the Minimum Foundation Program, which today is
the backbone of Kentucky's elementary and
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secondary education.
•
We would not have had this program,
had we not been able to circumvent the
present charter by amendment. Even then,
it came at least 10 years later than it should
have.
The new Constitution also would do
away with a restriction in the present document which makes it impossible for school
districts, as well as cities and counties, to
borrow money at interest rates available to
private industry.
Savings of Millions
This will result in a savings of millions
of dollars that may be used for other school
construction purposes, such as new and improved buildings.
Of distinct advantage to public education in the new charter, too, is the removal
of the four-year limit to appointive terms,
which will permit future governing boards
of colleges and universities to be staggered
so that no governor can appoint full boards
in one term.
And if I may, I want to repeat here the
pledge I made in an August 10th speech to
the Leadership Conference of the Kentucky
Education Association, which endorsed and
urged teacher support of the new constitution. What I said then was:
"It is not enough that this constitution
has been written by a panel of outstanding
Kentuckians and approved by the legislature. From this minute on I am going to
be out there with you, shoulder to shoulder,
fighting for approval until the polls dose."
Learn. More, Support More
The more Kentuckians learn about revision of our State Constitution, the more

they are rallying in support of the proposal.
The evidence is overwhelming. Note
the growing number of organizations and
individuals—both Democrats and Repubicans-—who have endorsed it. Some who
originally opposed it, after further study,
now support it.
Outstanding examples in this category
are the Kentucky Municipal League and its
retiring president, Lexington's Mayor Fred
Fugazzi.
At a meeting in May, the League's directors voted to oppose revision on the
grounds that it did not give cities enough
freedom from control by the State Legislature. Mayor Fugazzi was a leader in the
move.
Revision Endorsed
Some four months later, at a meeting
in Lexington, the League revised the earlier
stand taken by its directors and voted to
endorse revision.
Mayor Fugazzi said, "I've studied it
very thoroughly in the interim, and I am of
the opinion there's more good in the proposed Constitution than bad."
Another of the mayors at the League
meeting, Republican Kenneth A. Schmied
of Louisville, placed himself firmly on the
side of revision. He said he thought the
proposal .to be submitted to voters in the
Nov. 8 election "very definitely is a step
in the right direction for Louisville."
Among other things, he said the revised constitution would increase home
rule, "give us a chance to do what we want
to do," without going to Frankfort to get
the approval of the Legislature.
The agreement at Lexington, as indicated by the League's action, was that

revision will strengthen rather than weaken home rule; also, that the revised charter
will not dimish the right and power of the
voters to choose local officials.
The way things have been going, the
more firmly convinced I have beocme that
if Kentuckians are given die facts, they will
vote the Commonwealth a revised Constitution next month. I am greatly encouraged by the increased support it has
been getting in all sections of the state.
Supporters Listed
As an indication of the scope of this
support, I offer this incomplete, but growing list of other organizations and groups
that have endorsed the proposed Constitution revision.
The Kentucky Bankers Association,
the Kentucky Rural Electric Co-operative
Association, the Kentucky Education Association, the Kentucky Bar Association, the
Kentucky Association of School Administrators, the Kentucky Homemakers Club,
the League of Women Voters, the Kentucky
Conference of Political Scientists, Anthropologists and Sociologists of Kentucky, the
Kentucky Automobile Wholesalers Association, and the Kentucky Commission on
Agriculture.
The Commonwealth's Attorneys Association, the Fayette County Young Democrats Club, the Kentucky School Boards
Association, Friends of Kentucky Libraries,
the Maysville Alpha Nu Sorority, the Kentucky Welfare Association, 27 college and
university presidents and dean*.
The Kentucky Council of Churches,
the Kentucky Chapter of the International
Association of Personnel Officers, the Kentucky Children's Advisory Council, the

Kentucky League of Building, Savings and
Loan Associations, the Young Democratic
Clubs of Kentucky, the Bell County
Women's Club.
Also, the Corbin Democratic Women's
Club, the Pikeville Education Association,
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Central Kentucky Education
Association and the Henderson County Bar
Association.
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Creating An Army Takes Time
had a man who early attained recognition
By RALPH McGILL
Notes at Saigon — An officer who as a leader. Even our historians forget
served through the Korean war talked that when the assembly of the Versailles
about the emotions he had experienced as Treaty makers gathered at the huge palace
he watched the first Korean division arrive outside Paris in 1919 a young Vietnamese
showed up to ask Woodrow Wilson for
in Viet Nam last October.
"I'm fairly realistic,'' he said. "I've help in attaining independence for Viet
had to be. But when I watched that ROK Nam. His history is at least slightly redivision come ashore I had tears in my eyes. iminiscent of Sun Yat Sen in China. When
I couldn't keep them back. I remembered he could not obtain recognition and aswhat Korea looked like at the end of that sistance he turned to the Russians. Ho
war. I can tell you it looked much worse Chi Minn, of course, could not persuade the
than Viet Nam today. It presented an allied powers, which had, after a mighty
even more hopeless look of devastation and effort, defeated Germany and her allies, to
apathy. The people had never known any- do anything about French colonial holdthing but occupation and government by ings.
other peoples, the last being the Japanese.
(There are, we are reminded, many
They had no tradition of nationalism or of "ifs" in history.)
being "a country." They, too, were diSouth Viet Nam's army problems are
vided into a north and a south with a hos- composed of many factors, some of them
tile Communist government in the north. small, but important. They have no traWhen I left there, I must confess I did not dition as a country, having been a colonial
anticipate any great advances.
possession of the Chinese and French. The
USMC Proud of ROK
French had not allowed any officer or
"But when I saw the ROKs come leadership class to develop. Indeed, after
ashore—and in the months that have Ho Chi Minn began his independence
passed since that time—I have had to re- movement, the French saw to it that few
vise my thinking. They come on in style. Vietnamese had any leadership training.
They were sharp, disciplined, and proud. In the army there were a few Vietnamese
I remember thinking they looked more non-commissioned officers—nothing more.
American than Americans. Since then This also was true in the political area. Tothey have done a marvelous job for us here. day Premier Ky is not well known. In
Now they have the 21st ROK Marine di- Viet Nam most of those with education and
vision at Tuy Huo. The U.S. Marines are capacity for leadership are in the army.
proud of them.
Handicaps to Army Building
"These magnificent troops give us an
Some of the traditions of Oriental culidea. The United States began to supply ture handicap building an army. For exadvisers and assistance in training the ample, there is the matter of giving an
troops of the Korean Republic. Some 15 order. Once an order is given the officer
years have passed. Today that army has does not follow up, directly or through a
been transformed. It has pride, • know- second officer, to see if the order has been
how, high morale, and the necessary self carried out. To do so would cause him to
esteem."
lose face. The man who had been given
This was a prelude to a discussion an order would feel humiliated at being
about the Vietnamese army. Many of its checked on, even though he might have
units have done well. Its weakness grows ignored the order. This is a simple thing,
out of the same sources that produced the but it is one of the many small particulars
problems in Korea. Americans, impatient that slow down the building of a share,
for immediate results, forget that, in con- disciplined force.
trast, the North Vietnamese had long had
So it is that veterans of the Korean
Russian advisers and military training. war, seeing the tremendous advances made
The Viet Cong are part of the original Viet in training a fine army in South Korea,
Minn army that began fighting the French know it can be done.
20 years ago. They, too, had outside trainIn every area American training is at
ing help from the Chinese and Soviets. They work—in civil and military life. If the
have had two decades to establish a tradi- war can be stopped, as in Korea, the same
tion, techniques of training and, most im- transformation can be made in Southeast
portant, their own leadership cadre.
Asia.
Ho Chi Mirth, Their Leader
(Distributed 1989, by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
(All Right* Reserved)
In Ho Chi Minn the North Vietnamese

What! Bury Our Trusty Steed?

By BILL McCONNELL
Council President
Under the direction of Chief Justice
Mike Stokes the Student Court has made
long strides toward becoming a stronger
branch of Eastern's student government
He, along with Assistant Chief Justice Barry Burkett, has succeeded in giving the
Court a more serious and responsible aspert.
V
The meetings are conducted in a more
formal manner. Although attorneys Charles
Greenwell, Eugene Gray, and Steve Wilburn were appointed last year, they are
now being used to effectively carry out
Court procedures. Doug Gillis fills the
newly created position of recorder, an office essential to an effectively run Court.
With this more serious and responsible
attitude, the Court is ready for more important business. Although traffic violations are at present the only cases handled
by the Court, it is expected that with the
passing of the student code — hopefully
second semester—more power will be given
the judiciary.
The Court appointments are made by
the Student Council and it gets it power
from the council constitution.
Student Court is held every Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. Interested members of
the administration and faculty, as well as
the student body, are invited to observe.
Congratulations Class Officers

HeavensTBetey Man, Let's
Not Do Anything RwhT

HOW WAS I TO KNOW IT WAS A SORORITY?

Today's students
Many attempts have been made to
assess the current student generation.
Some observers see them as political
activists, challenging the university administration, pretesting the war in Vietnam, marching for civU rights.
To others, today's students are turning
their backs on society and politics in
disillusionment, seeking to escape from
the, world and its problems, looking for
refuge in psychedelic experience or narcotics. Still others view the younger generation as hopelessly obsessed with sex.
To all these views of youth today Prof.
Seymour M. Lipset, Harvard sociologist,
provides a . much needed corrective.
Examining public opinion surveys, ha
finds "a picture, not of campus radicalism,
but of campus conservatism and passivity." Most students may be described as
politically passive, socially conservative,
and conventionally moral.
He sees the average student preoccupied with his own personal objectives in

life, eager to get into the best universities
and the best graduate schools as the most
effective way of fostering his own career.
The pressures of competition cause him
to study harder. Only in relatively few
cases do they contribute to a growing
suicide and dropout rate and lead to
beatnik escapism or political radicalism.
Professor Lipset cites available evidence to show that most students support the Vietnam war, continue longestablished patterns of sexual behavior,
and show not less but "more concern and
more involvement in religious activities
on the campus."
The more radical and the more bizarre
get by far the most publicity. The professor warns that undue fascination with
these minorities may result in our failing
to discern the needs of the more passive,
conventional majority. It Is a timely
warning. His observations should enable
or to view the younger generation in
clearer perspective.
from The Ohrl

Eastern's Fine Arts

t
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The Council would like to extend its
congratulations and a warm welcome to
this years class officers. Proposed legislation, now before the Council, calls for a
closer working relationship between the
Council and class officers with a view towards making these positions more productive in student government.
The student body will be informed of
the exact nature of this legislation. The
Council asks that members make their
opinions toward the legislation known to
their officers.
Bigger, Better Homecoming
The Council urges students to get out
and work on the Homecoming floats. Remember this is our first University Homecoming. Let's make it the biggest and best
ever.
Coming Attractions
Up until now council reports have been
rather haphazard. From now on, however,
students can look forward to a weekly report. Up-coming columns will deal wifK
the student code, proposed legislation for
class officers, representation for graduate
students in the council, whether Homecoming is really Homecoming, and the
council's attitude toward the rumored administration's "kissing" rules.

_
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Review Analyzes, Praises Author-ln-Residence s Latest J3ook

-My UMI Has A Veioe" by Jesse Mart,
Stt pp. HeOrmw-mU, S&80. Reviewed by B.
Edward sstSsssJssSSs, tWSlMSS r of English,
Chairman of the Department of English,
Eastern Kentucky University.
This book contains 20 of approximately 337
short stories which have appeared since Jesae
Stuart published his first work in 1930, a modest
little book of poems, "Harvest of Youth."
Erinted, incidentally, at Ma own expense. It
i, according to my bibliographical information,
the thirty-fourth book of a writing career spanning thirty-Hx yean of massive production in
the genres of short story, poetry, novel, autobiography, and assorted expository works.
With this book as with his others, Jesse
Stuart's readers will be attracted by familiar,
homely places where a simple folk wash In
"dabblln pans" and wives "mould butter." They
wul encounter the comforting solidities of
Barney Tunnel and Buzzard Roost, Three Prong
Valley and Shacklerun Creek. Putt Off Ford
ind the Little Sandy River, Plum drove Valley
and Three Mile, Mellavale and Oreenwood.
In this strange land, too. Is a place where a
hungry man eats from a mule's feedbox, and
an old man who has out-bragged a younger
generation Insists that his son spit tobacco Juice
into his eyes to make him see better how to hunt
rabbits; a place where a boy sees "burnt-off
stumps in new ground balks before the plow
hits them;" a place of saasafrass hillsides, and
a place where "you know how lonesome summer
can pass."
Archetypal Themes
Yet, below the pastoral charms of this land
and the leaning shanties which stipple the rooty
Plumgrove Hills, underlying even the vitality of
Stuart's evocative imagery, are the archetypal
themes of his work which no conscientious reviewer can any longer ignore. Although their
once common lustre may have become dulled
and abused through overuse, Faulkner was not
afraid to mention some of them at Stockholm
in 1960: courage, hope, honor, compassion, ptty,
and sacrifice. Stuart does not mention them,
which Is as it should be, but these archetypal
themes speak In subtle voices from his lsnd.
Nowhere is the theme of compassion more
evident than In the Hrst story. "Corbie." The
piece flies In the face of all the customary rules
of literary unity, telescoping years into pages
and months Into sentences. The dialogue Is
as effective as It Is lean. la rendering the
tragedy of a pitiable little protagonist, who kt
mentally afflicted (ironically, American magazine taboos resulted In the Initial publication of

this lead story In the Philippines Free Press,
the author has already created a minor Aristotelian paradox—a hero who is not heroic).
Therefore, Corbie has no great height from
which to fall, except that he is human and
lovable, and Stuart makes us care. The emotional Impact of "Corbie" quite literally, as
the blurb on the dust jacket asserts, breaks
your heart, even at the penultimate moment
of the denouement, when the narrator's outrage is melded with masterful understatement
In miniature, then. It seems to me that
Aristotle's psychogogia is achieved to the deepest dimension that a short story can probe.
Stuart leads us from our benighted indifference
to his special vision, finally suspending us in
pity, fear, and the baffling mystery of "What
will happen?" and we do care. Stuart succeeds
in illuminating a previously unseen profile of
human compassion in a new way. The ultimate
effect Is one of artistic purity.
Wide Range of Themes
The stories deal with a wide range of
themes: the paradox of the old ways defeating
the new as Nature wins over the machine
("Red Mule and the Changing World;") the
dignity of work, sweat, and honesty, demonstrably taught to a son by his 50-year-old mother
with a goose-neck hoe ("A Mother's Place Is
with her Son;") a poor boy's love for his dog,
her astonishing fecundity even in senility, and
her loyalty that ceases only with life ("Lady")
told in counterpoint to the wisdom learned from
Friday, the canine who bites the "Hand That
Ted Him," the hand of Shan, his master.
Shan's being offered S100 for Friday and
not taking it triggers the comment, "You can't
worship anything and have luck with It," a
rustic epigram as a propos as his father's unanswered question. "What did I tell you about
feedln' a st*rved-to-death dog?" In a third
dog story, fierce pride and individuality nearly
rain bloody sway over the determination of
"The Rightful Owner" of a dog; but mountain
women, by a more determined guile and indirection of their own, turn the episode into a
peaceful solution.
Humor as softly benevolent as the mist
on Seaton Ridge proliferates in "Both Barrels."
a remarkably sustained monologue of a steelmuscled young man who seems to have been
taken piecemeal from Johnny Appleseed, John
Henry, and a mythic faun; and blended into
an Indolent composite of lyrical almlessness.
He quits work in May to come home to lie
lisnietti Ms favorite spple tree and "hear a
tuneless song of the buy spring wind."
He philosophises, "I laid on my back on

the grass and looked up, because I have never
seen much looking down. So it pays to took
up and not down." Raucous, thigh-slapptng
comedy abounds in the revenge of Jim, the
bashful lover, in dispensing with his competition, Whirly the "dood."
With his pistol ny "Just burns the wind
close to Whirly," "rocks" him to make him
think he has been plugged by feuding neighbors, and Innocently explains while bundaging
Whirly's wound, "You've been sctnt on the
temple. Come nigh as a pea gettin you though."
In "Nearly Tickled to Death," the gyrating antics of Pa as he tears up bean rows and cuts
"all kinds of didoes on the ground" nearly succeed In camouflaging the tour de force of a stary
bean beatle.
In addition to "Corole," the most powerful
stories deal with submerged horror and superstition ('Yoked for Life;") simple honesty and
loyalty to one's naUve land rising with touching naivety out of the circumstances of pathetic
isolation ("Beyond the News in Still Hollow;")
the tenderly related theme of a young-mother
Instinct triumphing over Jealousy and adultery
("April;") the strange mingling of humor with
fatalism and fear in "As a Man Thlnketh;"
and the absorbing nostalgia for life and transcendent faith In "Here," a haunting story
characterized by an apparently disembodied
protagonist who himself Is a penumbra to the
bright Plum Grove world through he moves.
These are the cream of My Land Has a Voice.
A few of the stories, though, seem to me
to be less successful than others, but that la
not to say that they are not highly readable,
including "South America (a parrot) and Tiger
Tom (a cat)," a tall tale of conflicts—marital,
political, and religious — their respective masters being Grandpa (Baptist-Republican) and
Grandma (Methodist-Democrat). One exception, perhaps, "is "Judge Ripper's Day," a
troubling story set In the future year 2010 A.D.
But although the fantasy of a venerable Judge
hoisted Into a kind of elm Tree of Life by
pulleys attached to his chair, and there confessing the forensic sins of a lifetime dispensing Justice, may be attractive, the total effect
never seems to come off. Jesse Stuart must
have his reasons for this story, but they elude
me. Only In this piece does he seem out of his
element.
Voices of Human Senses
In the remaining stories as well as these,
Jesse Stuart's land speaks lyrically with the
voices of the human senses. We see "the
leafless frost-covered trees on the Umbered
hills." In the dead of winter, the earth Is "a
great white silence." We hear the "who-whos

of the horned owl," go where we hear "the
mule's feat beatin a tune on the hard path,"
"cowbells ♦iwiHng- on the high pastures where
children had gone to bring the cows home to
be milked," and "December wind rattling the
leaves." We partake of breakfasts of hot biscuits, black coffee, peaches, wild honey, fried
eggs, bacon, and the rare delicacy of roasted
turtle eggs. An early Thanksgiving morning
is "fresh, crisp, Intoxicated with spicy perfumes
of dying summer-farewells, goldenrods, ironweeds, and leaves." We know the warm silent
nights when possums stir and "when we felt
the soft mist In the moonless midnight darkness." We hear "the mournful songs of whlppoorwlUs on the ridges."
Although Jesse Stuart has said much, much
remains to be said about Jesse Stuart. Mark
Van Doren has noted that his characters are
"strange and powerful," while William Saroyan
has paid tribute to the rarely "natural" quality
of hie genius. At Yale University, Lawrence
Bowling observed that the short story "A Walk
in the Moon Shadows," collected In Ploughshare
In Heaven, was as nearly perfect as a short
story can be written. These comments are
more helpful than the usual generalities concerning his ability to deal with "local color,"
or his adeptness In "regional realism," or references to his anecdotal humor and bucolic
charm.
Observations such as "This man loves the
mountains which his work depicts so faithfully,"
or similar generalizations concerning his devotion to the state of which he is poet laureate,
or has country which he has represented under
the aegis of the State Department in Europe,
the Near and Middle East, and the Orient—
although usually well meant—are perhaps too
frequently interpreted in chauvinistic contexts;
but at any rate they serve more often than not
to blur rather than to clarify his stature as a
modern American author.
Too often hasty literary critics, and amateur book reviewers who ape them, have mistakenly Implied the value of Stuart's Gesamtwerke from whatever part may be before them,
somewhat as a hurrying dilettante might Interpret the scatterings of a few pieces of .colored
glass upon glue as the ultimate effort of an
experienced mosalclst. The complexity of Jesse
Stuart's work will forever elude the purblind,
captious summarizes
A number of enlightening theses dealing
with Stuart's work have appeared at various
universities, one helpful bibliography with
supplement has been compiled by Hensley C.
Woodbridge, and at least two biographies have
bean contracted. But nothing In print which

I have sesn has adequately treated, or even
generally delineated the deep roots of creative
power which have nurtured and continued to'
sustain this writer's continuing production.
The literary or philosophical mind tends to look
upon a great writer as having something to say
and the ability with which to say it. The psychologist refers rather to a powerful "overbrimming unconscious" which manifests Itself
In the outpourings of feverish Imagination,
But the true artist, as distinguished from
the pretender, brings to his flooding reservoir
of substance a cognitive artistic ability, thus
shaping what are yet the shadows and dreams
of his mind into the consciously communicated
personae of true literary art. Many mediocre
writers have, In varying measures, one strength
or the other—something fine and lasting to say,
or the unique skill with which to say It—but
only a few have both, and, along with those
necessary twin components of genius, the determination to agonise and labor in the long
and lonely struggle to the.pinnacle of greatness.
The ragged passages in Jesse Stuart's work
are counterbalanced by those of choric and tender lyricism, the crude by the beautiful, perhaps most evident in the first work he wrote
while at Vanderbilt when he desperately wanted
to be a writer and later published as Beyond
Dark Hills In 1938. Perhaps Thoreau has given
us the clearest Insight Into the puzzling quality
of Jesse Stuart's genius with this excerpt from
A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers:
. . . There are two kinds of writing, both
great and rare; one that of Genius, or
the Inspired, the other of intellect and taste.
The former is above criticism, always correct, giving the law to criticism. It vibrates and pulsates with life forever . . .
There is a soberness in a rough aspect, as of
unhewn granite, which addresses a depth
In us, but a polished surface hits only the
ball of the eye ... A work of genius Is
rough-hewn from the first, because It anticipates the lapse of time, and has an Ingrained polished, which still appears when
fragments are broken off, an essential
quality of Its substance. Its beauty Is at
the same tone Its strength, and it breaks
with a lustre.
Long after the carping over the uneven,
strange power of Jesse Stuart's work has
passed, and the pickaxes have chipped the
edges, the grantie will stand, and break forth
with an uncommon lustre even from the places
of the vanished shards.
For his land has a voice, and Its magto
cannot be Ignored.
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Eastern Invades Western For 40th Meeting
Colonel* Clobber OUera 35-6
By CBATO
An offensive explosion that
produced 28 points in the second quarter powered the Eastern Colonels to a SS-6 victory
over the Flndlay (Ohio) OOera
In Hangar Stadium Saturday
afternoon.
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THE MAM BEHIND THE DEFENSE
COACH BILL SHANNON in his two yean aa defensive line
coach has taken the once meak Colonel defense and molded It
Into a quick, blistering assault team. The defensive unit la
small In comparison to many of the opposition's lines but their
■peed and agility makes up for their slie.
The Colonel defensive front five averages 217 pounds and
this unit has given up only 105.8 yards per game. Ron DeVlngo
is the Colonel nose guard, Jim Demler and Miller Arritt hold
down the tackle positions and provide a quick, hard rushing
team that penerates the offensive lines. Chuck Slemon and
Tom Shetler provide the outside coverage and contain the
sweeps with effectiveness. Ron Reed and Jim Moberly are the
Inside llnebackra and teamed-up with the front line provide a
tough forward wall to penetrate. The defense has come up
with some big; plays and have set up some of the Colonel TD"s
and their goal line stands speak for themselves.
Coach Shannon Is an Eastern graduate
of the class of IMS and has been associated
with athletics since that time. In five seasons
with the Dixie Heights High School, Shannon
has compiled a 47-5-2 record and his team waa
recognized as one of the top Northern Kentucky
powers through the mid and late fifty's. He
Herman Carter breaks away from would-be Flndaly tack127 yards In 13 carries for a 9.8 rushing average, and a touchalso served as head basketball coach and aslers, as BUI Brewer (75) throws a fine block to spring Carter
down. The Maroons defeated the Oilers 35-6 to bring their
sistant football coach there from 1950 to '55,
for a long gain. The play covered 42 yards and he was
season record to 5-1. The Colonels wUl take on Western
when he became head grid coach.
finally caught at the Flndlay 39 yard line. Carter gained
this Saturday at Bowling Green.
Shannon represented a sporting goods firm
from 1958-63, when he returned to Dixie Heights
as head mentor. He left there at the close of
the fall term to come to Eastern to work on his
Masters degree and to accept the Eastern posiThis Saturday will mark the his schedule and reached a con- , everything out of the books part of the schedule," he said.
SHANNON
tion.
40th meeting between the East- elusion.
when we play Western, Kidd "I waa worried about Austin
A distinguished war veteran, BUI Shannon flew 84 missions ern Maroons and the Western
"If we can Just get by the said. "I don't care how lop- Peay, Marshall, Middle (Tenover Germany during World War II as a bombardier. He was Hilltoppers. The game wUl feaawarded the distinguished Flying Cross, the Air Medal with five ture the OVCs top offensive first half of the season," he sided It might look on paper, nessee) and Flndlay.'*
oak leaf clusters, and the Purple Heart.
The Colonels disposed of three
units against one another, but thought aloud, "we'U be in pret- when Eastern and Western play
ty good shape."
football, it's for keeps."
of those teams, losing only to
Coach Shannon takes his job seriously, as do the rest of the Colonel defense Is tops in
With the first half of the seaThis time, there's not much Middle Tennessee, with the twothe coaching staff, and his hard work and long hours have the conference. Western leads
either. part margin coming in the final
in the series with 25 victories son behind him, Kidd scanned difference on paper
paid off, as his defensive teams have proven.
schedule again and reached "They have a good running minute of play.
A native of Danville, Shannon is married to the former against 13 setbacks while there his
another
conclusion.
game and both quarterbacks
Mary Peters, also of Danville. Mrs. Shannon servos as a re- has been one tie.
"I waa wrong."
(Johnny Vance and Mike Egan)
In the last 15 meetings, Eastgistered nurse in the University Infirmary.
It was that cliche, "a football wUl be ready," Kidd said. "And
ern has won eight and lost
takes funny bounces," that al- Dickie Moore doesn't run like a
SCHOOL RECORDS FALL
seven.
big, strong fullback. He's shifWestern brings a 3-3 record tered his conclusion.
The Flndlay game saw five school records erased as the
Kidd sat in his office Monday ty—has tremendous balance
Colonels trounced the Oilers 35 to 6. Individual season records Into their homecoming contest
and
shook
his
head
in
dismay.
give him room, and shame on
were set by Bob Beck and Jim Gulce.
and the hope of avenging their
"Look what's still in front of
Bob Beck broke two of Larry Marmie's-records both in the 28 to 12 trouncing at the hands us," he said. "We're 5-1 now, you."
After Western, the Colonels
line of scoring. Beck scored two touchdowns to give him a of the Colonels from last year. but could end up 5-5. That's a
on
Tennessee
Tech.
total of ten for the campaign, this broke the old record of nine The HUltopper offense features rough road ahead. Every team take
and his season total of 62 points establishes a new scoring the running of Dickie Moore and left on the schedule has been "They're getting better with
every game." Kidd said. Then
Jim Vorhees plus the passing
high, to the old record being 56.
comes Morehead, followed by
Johnny Vance or Mike Egan playing good football."
Jim Gulce set three Individual records In the prir'ng de- of
To
make
matters
worse,
the
the University of Tampa.
end Jim Old on the receivpartment with most passes attempted and completed with 78 of with
Colonels'
next
opponent
is
arching line.
"When the season started, I
141 attempts. The old mark waa 64 of 120 which was also held by
rival
Western.
"You
can
throw
Moore, the conference rushthought they would be the easy
Marmle and Gulce also holds the most yards total offense with
ing champion
last
season,
1018 yards compared to Marmie's 966 yards last year.
missed Western's first four
games because of an Injury, but
FUST COMB, FIRST SERVE
Many of the student body are planning to go to Western this Is expected to be in top form
EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED
weekend for the game. There are only ISO reserved seats for Saturday's encounter. Moore
slotted to Eastrn and these tickets are almost gone. Coach gained 79 yards in 14 carries
i Klad announced that the general admission seats will be sold against Drake last week and
fl
Man Wl Jh9
on a first come, first served basis, so if your p»««™««g to go to had a run of 42 yards to set up
■^ gjg» yga better get jo Bowhhg Green early so thai you a Western tally. Vorhees, a
freshman from Ft, Thomas,
Sayi. "Com. By An^Got Acquainted."
leads the Topper scoring parade and rushing department as
he has scored five touchdowns
• Firestone Town
and carried the ball 70 times for
Eastern 35—Flndlay 6
250 yards, an average of 3.5
And Country
Drake 37—Western 21
per carry.
Snow Tims
Tennessee Tech 51—Murray 18
Just before the current footMiddle Tennessee 20—Morehead 7
ball season got under way, EastEast Tennessee 42—Wafford 6
ern Coach Roy Kidd scanned

The Colonels wasted no time
tat producing a score. Coach
Roy KfcM's griddera marched
69 yard. In eight plays, ell on
the ground, with Gulce capping
the drive on a three-yard skirt
of left end. Whiter Murphy
kicked and Eastern led 7-0
with 11:22 remaining to play
n the Initial quarter.
**s*ley Scores Frssa Klckerf
However, Flndlay took lea.
time to come back with six
points of their own. Mo Jacob,
received the ensuing klckoff oh
his 14-yard line and preceded
to move up the middle of the
field and then to the outside as
the speedy halfback went 86
yard, for the score. The try
for the point after era. wide

to the right
todlry 7-4T
The remainder
_
of the first
quarter
neither could _
as a first down.
The Colonels started their of«W*v* surge early In the second quarter when a Flndlay
Punt west downed on the Eastern 21-yard line. Herman Carter^ back in running form after
two lackluster performances,
broke loose for a 42-yard run
around his left end Batch
°ra*B-alSL °*" ftXtowad with
runs of 15 and nine varda respectively, placb^the pigskuV
on Ftadiay-. i*-yard etrtpe.
Beck assumed Us dude, at this
po at
* '..??or,B»' wtt* ""» •* 10
and three yards through the
middle of the FlndMyJerenM.
MUce Rigg. bootedthe extra
point
w1^** S a*-***" Fs»*tty.
the Colonels moved to the one
yard line in three plays,-the
Mg_Play being a 20-5arkpa.
from Gulce to split end Aaron
(Omtmasa en Pag* Five)

Hilltoppers Look To Avenge Last Year's Loss
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NOW

IS

THE

Dnko

Borteries

Who said...
"First Things First?

VdvoMiM
Anri-Freew
and
Motor Oik

99

TIME
TO
WINTERIZE

For Your
Snacks
and
Things

It's
PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET
Open Till
10 P. M.

STOP IN AT THE

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION

Big HM Ave.

inn

COLLEGE UFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

WILLIAM A.
MANZ
133 Windsor Drive

Phone 623-6460

COLLEGE LIFE'S "Joe Clicd
We don't know but we agree with the idea. And one of the

PICKS THE WINNERS

first things you should do while you're young is check into

Winners

your life insurance.

ovc

EASTERN
AUSTIN PEAY
MOREHEAD
U. T. MARTIN BRANCH
LOUISIANA TECH

Now—while you are in college—you qualify for the
BENEFACTOR; the life insurance policy created for college
students.

WESTERN
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
EAST TENNESSSEE
MURRAY
TENNESSEE TECH.

Other Major College Games

You pay less because you are a preferred risk. The

ALABAMA
ARKANSAS
TENNESSEE

BENEFACTOR is completely adaptable to your individual
needs, all through your life.

. MISSISSIPPI
TEXAS AeVM
ARMY

'.

It was created by College Life ... the original and only life

3^.:::::::::::::=

insurance company serving college men only.

OKLAHOMA

CINCINNATI

PURDUE

■

n^JttW*

You should take time now to listen to your College Life

Ef"™**

representative. // could he the most important conversation
you'll ever have.

LO^SVILLE
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

^WICHITA
MIAMI

NOTRE DAME

^^NAVT

See William A. Manz
Your College Life Represenfafive
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

0 883

S.MU "

L

=Z.7 win vmonuS

ZZZZZ7'imiiaatum

omo'STATE":::::::;:::::::::::;:::;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;:;:::'WISCONSIN

TOP*
£I£5iaEJirE "FRANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY COMPANY SELLING

C

»-..
EXCLUSIVELY TO COLLEGE watJ^^
rt
E BEJ
AC
B
S
7rJ
T?,
°* »'«
SSne.to plan
dee
r
signed especially for ™r
college ™
men.-'" sold
exclusively
college

The College Life Insurance Company of America
Home office: College Square at Central Court South

Indianapolis, Indians 46205

No Ironing Ever Needed
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5* SPORT
ENGINE: Rotary valve, t
stroke. Bore and stroke—39x42
mm. Transmission — 4 speed,
constant mesh, rotary. Compression ratio — 6.6:1. Hp—4.9
<S> 8500 rpm. Maximum torque
—045 KO-M & 7600 rpm.
PERFORMANCE:
Maximum
speed—90 mph. Climbing ability
—1:3.5. Minimum turn radius
—M\ Fuel capacity—1.7J gal.
BIG-cycle styling and fun on a
smell-cycle budget 4 speed . . .
high-performance engine . . .
shattering acceleration

HALCOMB
Implement Co.

Ask Now about "THE BENEFACTOR -

319 Honie Irvine
623-4400

76.7 Percentage—50 Winner., 15 Losers.

On the Spot
Financing Available

No pressing problems will keep these Haggar
Snug-Duds out of action. These fine dress
slacks seem to thrive on machine laundering,
yet they never need even touch-up ironing.
Slim-tailored in a long wearing bland of
rayon, nylon and acetate that invariably stays
neat and sharply creased. You'll want several
pairs. We have your size in favorite
colors. Plain front, belt-loop model.

7

00

CeXuckseti*
FASHIONS FOR MEN

Sty*

Maroons Open Fall Pr
Colonels Honored For Outstanding Play
Team Features Nine Sophomores
MSMm rrogr«s, Thwrs., Oef. 27, 1966 Paga 5

the pant return turn combined
for 168 yard* on irtun*
Hainan Carter, nphoroora
jjback from Cincinnati, returned to bia old form aa ha
picked up 1X7 yarns in 18 carries for an average of 9.8 yards
per carry. Ha alao ran over a
Flndlay defender for a touchdown. Carter had runa of tt,
ST, and S3 jrarda for the gam*
and ha akw had a 66 yard touchdown nin nulttfled by a penaUty.
Coach Kldd also pointed oat
that the offensive Una did a
good Job of blocking aa Bob
Tarvin and Fred Troika both
blocked over 70 percent. Troika,
the strong side guard, blocked a
phenomenal 78 percent while
Tarvin had a strong 71 percent
John Tasel was angled out for
hie fine effort of both pass reostvng and blocking.

MUXES AIHTT
With his Jarlng tackles.
Miller Arritt was named the bles
Harry Lens and Mike Smith.
Htadhunter of the week for both
defensive backs, were
hie outstanding performance
angled out for their fine play.
against Flndlay. Arritt is a Lens
ran one punt return 60
sophomore
from
Partlew.
and did a fins Job of
Virginia and U In hU second yards
coverage on the Oiler receivers.
starting season at tackle. Mil- Smith
had nine individual tacklsr had five individual tackles le* and
assists. He also
and was credited with 11 ss- had some two
fine punt returns as
orts. He alao caused two fum-

Colonels, 35-6
aa the teams retired to their
respective dressing rooms for
halftime inatructkna.
The second haK was a standoff as the Milan Colonel attack could not take advantage
of the various opportunities thw
defense afforded it.

i From Fare Five

Marsh. From ham it was only
a simple matter of letting Beck
plow his way mtolfcs en3 "JJfoggs kicked to give the Colonel's a 81-8 to**.
The Flndlay offense, svfclch
la run without the uas of •
huddle, was unable to make
suffldant yardage and wee
forced to nunt
Bulletin Board
Herman Carter carried for
8T yards on an and sweep to Lost And Found
place tin ball on the Oiler 38
A wattst was lost or stolen
yard marker. On the following mar O'DonneU Hall or Mattox
l
Hall Oct. IS. The identilfcaswift Man* on a ony which tion Is very Important Them
covered the imnalnbig distant will be a reward if the wallet
to the goal Una. Rlggs Meked ia returned to the owner. Please
as the Colonels had scored 21 contact Larry R. Oriner at 834
points within a four minute O'DonneU.
period.
. _.
Found:
After an exchange of punts,
Mexican Key case containing
the Baatarn offensive machine three keys in the FerreD. room
waa off and runntag agnhv
of the Combs Building, Oct IS.
ypr« Smith fielded a Flnd- It may be picked up at the
lay kick on Ms 33 and returned librarians office. Also found
it to the Oiler 30 to put the were two books, which may be
Colonels in aooring V*&* claimed upon Identification.
once more. Oulce bit wngback
Ted Holoomb with an aerial
that carried to the nhn-yard
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
line. Carter than produced the
Eastern at Western
herons, as the sophomore
Austin Peay at M. Tenn.
apaedster broke around right
Morehead at East Tenn.
and and then ran over an Oiler
Murray at U.T. Martin
defender to record six more
L. Tech at Tenn. Tech
ETrun the cxaonel lead to 8t-a

Jg, 0^«»^* * *aK

The basketball season Is s thread needles from the port- other senior, U expected to be
long way off, but the teams able. Bobby Washington Is what en one side. A trio of sophothroughout the nation will most coaches classify as a mores—Clenantt Arnold, Jerry
testify that tt is closer than you complete basketball player.
Oodbsy, and Gary Paul— am
thiwfc, and the Maroons are
Finest Guard Fraapset
battling for the other spot
no exception. This year Coach
Baechtold agrees, but sees a
CENTER: Smith nas treJim Baechtold greeted a squad little bit more in Washington. mendous potential. But he'll be
of nine sophomores, three "He's the finest guard prospect pushed hard by Jones, a rugJuniora and two senior..
rve ever seen." Thu Is follow- ged hometown boy.
The teams' chief weaknen ed by such superlatives as: "An
will be lack of experience and unbelievable passer. . quirk. . .
game time, aa Head fkwch agile. . .unstoppable on the fast
Baechtold has no real regular break,"
starters return ; from last
Washington, Baechtold adyam's team, in an attempt to mits, will hold the key to the
give the teem aa much game Colonels' season. The 6-11
DRIVE IN THEATRE
experience the Maroons will southpaw most produce It, If
4 Miles leash en US. M
play In two holiday tournaments Eastern Is to be considered a
•mi
over
Christoaaa
vacation, contender for the Ohio Valley
ppy.i.+.j* hopes the
ex- Conference title.
Another key u a rangy
perienced gained In these fame.
will toughen the Colonels for athlete named Qarfiskl Smith.
"A lot of pr assure wll be on
their OVC schedule which wffl
THURS. * FRIDAY!
Oarfleld," Baechtold sskt "He
begin In early January.
FRED OWYlfNB
and Jerry Jonas (Bothcentors) "MUNSTERGOHOME"
On the plus side. Coach will carry most of the reboundm OOLOEI
Baechtold said that the en- ing load."
That's quite a turnabout for
thuatam and spirits are runnahlgh and, he added thai Baechtold, who is noted for
year's team has the best plenty of height and reboundoverall team speed since I have ing strenght But tt alao sets
the tone of the season.
SUNDAY!
been at Eastern."
"We'll be running. Out ap_ JBATtTBSB!
In order to take advantage
of this speed, the Maroons will proach wffl be completely dif"LAST OF SECRET
chance their basic type play. ferent" Banohtold saild.
Still another question crops
AOENTS"
The fast break will be tie
baste of the offense. Baechtold up, however, m the forward
•KID
RODELO"
akw plans to set up the de- spot vacated by Bodkin. At
"DISORDERLY
fame to compliment the fast least three players are to conORDERLY"
break. Thia means a fun court tention. Bodkin, an All-Con■ran and variations of. trap- ference performer for throe
ping will be Implored and it yean, sat several school reahould be a real crowd ptsaeer cords.
Taking the team by position,
and make the games more exhero's a quick rundown.
ettlng for the spectators.
GUARD: Doug Clemmono.
"It's a good bunch of
sophomores, but we don't really one of the two seniors, is a
ONLY FOR WINTER!
know how they wul respond top contender.
Aside from Washington. Fred
Mavis nfl I SrOFt
under pressure of varsity
Johnson, a lettermen, and Jos
schedule."
7:00 P.M.
Considering that Baechtold Pratts, another sophomore, are |
lost four starters off lust year's considered top prospect*.
FORWORD: Dlok Clark, the
equad—including Eddie Bodkin
—that question mark becomes
paramount
But Baechtold lsnt frownlner
an the time. Especially when
he watches a young sophomore
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

RICHMOND

GIRARD LIFE

Place an X in the box of the team you
think will Saturday. Oetobor 22.
Estimata tha total yardaga of tha EKU
gama for tha tia breaker.
D BKU
□ KENTUCKY
a MICHIGAN 8TATE
D NOTRE DAME
a 8YRACU8E

D
D
□
D
D

D

WESTHBUI

o

WEST

UNIVERSITY TRUST
Agent On Campus In
Room 817 Dupree Is
DALE FRANCIS

A LEGAL ■■SERVE
STOCK COMPANY

For A Complete Line Of Life Insurance,
Whole Life. Ten Pay Life. Family Plan,
and More. Call 623-9582.

vmantiA

□ NORTHWEBTBnN
D
□
0
Q
O
O
Q

T. C U.
ALABAMA
TEXAS ASM
NEBRASKA
TEXAS

NAVT
PITTSBURGH
BAYLOR
MISSISSIPPI
ARKANSAS
MISSOURI
S.M.U.

Yards gainad by EKU

PRIZE: Man's or Ladias' Bostonian Loafers.
Entries must be In the U-Shop by
Friday. October 21.
Limit 5 to Customer.

NAME
ADDRESS

©If* VntatTBittf Mm
212 Water Strea*

Thinclads Dub Ky. State
The Eastern cross country place With a time of 21:18 to
team mads it six wins against lead the Colonel assault. The
one aethach with a victory Maroons took second and third
8aturday against powerful Ken- place with Ivan SchoU and Jim
tucky State at the Madison
Country Club. The thinclads Beaatey finishing with times of
have defeated them in the last 22:03 and 22:41 respectively.
three outings going back to Fourth place went to Kentucky
1M4. That year
Kentucky State's Jim Lynch (22:48).
State were Natlonsl Champions Eastern's Doug Cordler finfifth with a time of 38:08
while being number five last ished
year. Under the supervision of with Don Padlallo of Kentucky
Coach Connie Smith the State finishing sixth at a 38:18
Maroons have compiled an Im- cup. Brent Arnold finished out
pressive 24-3 record over tl the Maroons scoring with a
time of 38:33 which waa good
past three sea sons
.,
Grant Colehour took first for seventh place.

The "IT Shop's
Football Contest

•

623-6974

OHIO STATE U.

MIAMI U.

OHIO U.

PURDUE U.

W. VIRGINIA U.

U. OF KENTUCKY

U. OF CINCINNATI

EKU

623-1975
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Jim Guice and Aaron Marsh say,
"YOUIX NEVER DROP A PASS
B= YOU SHOP JE1T & HALL"

Af Hie Game or Afterwards. You1! Look Sharp H You're Dressed Jett & Hal
OUR STARTING LINEUP
RT

McGregor

TE
Tnt

OUR "TWO POINT CONVHWON"
Wl

Arrow
Shirts

OUR "TOUCHDOWN'
UNE OF SHOES
e lass
• Wejuns
e Moccasins
e Monograms

UNI OF SLACKS
e Higgins
e Palm Beech

McGregor

s Faroh
• Levi
. H.LS.

I
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Sports Jackets AndSIacks To Be Men's Homecoming Wardrobe
By NANCY KAY PRINZEL
Women'* Editor
Not all of Eastern's young
men will be out fighting on the
football field during Eastern's

Homecoming Game, November
6. There will lots more young
men in the stands cheering the
Colonels on to a victory.
According to the games the
Colonels have played on Eastern's field this year, Homecoming might Just happen to turn
out a rainy day also. But for
everyone's sake it is hoped the
day will be a pleasant one.
Many of Eastern's college
men will be wearing dark colored slacks and lighter colored
sports Jackets. Others will probably be wearing vest suits and
light weight wool suits.
Some of the moat popular
styles of men's sport Jackets are
herringbone with leather trim
on the pockets, and leather buttons. In the
East
doublebreasted suits are starting to
gain popularity. But In the
South the three button Jacket Is
still the preferred style.
The
type of Jacket has been popular
among college men for many
years.

MB. TED SIMPSON
Herringbone Jacket

is brown, because it carries ern, the light blue and cliveweight wool with a light blue
throughout his shoes, socks, ffeen combination. He haa olive pin stripe running through It.
slacks, and belt.
green Ue with a light green Wayne's vest makes his suit
stripe running thorugh it. Ernie have that extra
masculine
Vest Salts Are For
Is also wearing tan shoes and touch. His tie Is navy blue with
Those Special Occasions
olive green socks. Ernie's vest
dark rod stripe
crossing
Appearing here in an olive suit would also be very proper athrough
it.
green vest suit is Mr. Ernie for the Homecoming Dance.
Any of these three suits would
Krapfl. Ernie Is a senior from
Mr. Wayne Hyndman la picPittsburgh, Penn. He is show- tured here In a navy blue vest
ing one of the popular color suit. Wayne Is a senior from
schemes for this year at East- Camden, N.J. His suit Is a light

Home Economics Club
Haa Guest Speaker
The Home Economics Club
will have their second meeting
Tuesday, at 7 pjn. In room 17
of the Fitapatrlck Arts Bulk*
tag.
Dr. Montgomery, who la a
new faculty member of the
Home Economics Department
this year, will talk on "Marriage." All Home
Economics,
majors and minors, especially
freshmen, are Invited to attend
this meeting.

SIZZLER

ONE HR. CLEANERS

Green's Barber Shop
FOR FINE
APPAREL
AT
BUDGET

Luminous, top-mounted
■hut-off button! J2815

HOUR Of BEAUTY"

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"

No Scratching

FIVE COMPETENT BARBERS TO

sarve you at all times,
and Cleo to shine your shoes

Thank You For Your Patronage

PRICES

—

JR. AND MISSES

Visit
Times Mercury Watch
Ideal gift for
C/QC

Thia case! Rust
«»• waterproof
MU47.

M2"

PI Omega, PI
Seeka New Members
PI Omega Pi, Alpha Beta
Chapter, had Its first meeting
of the fall term on September
29. The fourth Thursday of
every month at 6 p.m. was decided as the regular time and
date of the chapter's meeting.
The meetings will take place in
Combs 826.
A surprise birthday party
was given In honor of the chapter's sponsor, Miss Margaret
Moberly.
PI Omega PI is seeking new
members for Its chapter. The
requirements for membership
are: a S.O standing in business,
a 2.5 standing overall, a total of
nine semester hours in business
and three semester hours of education or psychology. If anyone is Interested in membership
and can meet these requirements, they are asked to contact Marlene Wesley in Burnam

234, or Miss Margaret Hoberiy
in Combs SOS.
The monthly meeting will
take place on Thursday, Oct. 17.
A program will be scheduled
and refreshments will be served.
All members are urged to attend.
Behavioral Science
To Have Me.
The President of the Behavg*»*"*—»■ Symposium would
ake to announce that they win
have a meeting; on Tuasdav
Oct. 26 at 7 pjn! All membera
are asked to please attend.

International Students
Honored at BAD.
International students enrolled at Eastern will be honored at a dinner on Thursday
Oct. 27. at 7:30 ftJsVgJ 8*
Baptist Student Center, 838
University Drive.
Following dinner, plans for
the annual BSU-sponsored International Retreat will be discussed. The retreat will be bald
during the Thanksgivine; holidays at the Riverside Motor
Lodge In Oatllnburg, Tenn.
Mary Jo Thornton, a sophomore from Louisville, haa bean
elected to represent the Baptist Student Union aa Homecoming queen candidate.
Vesper programs for neat
week will center around the
general theme, "The Church of
Music." Vespers are held at
6:30 pjn. each Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Programs
will be arranged by Dr. Andrew J. Broekema, chairman
of the Department of Music;
Ramon E. Black, minister of
music at the First paptkrt
Church, Richmond; and James
Robert Porter, a senior muses
major and president of the
local BSU.
Photo Club Seeka Members
The Eastern Photo Club
meeting of Oct. 19 wen nighlighted by Dr. LaPuae'e presentation of color alldee. Dr. LaFuse, chairman of the Biology
Department and sponsor of this
Photo Club, showed slides he
had taken of different scenic
Kentucky areas during the various niia sons of the year.
Similar programs are planned for future meeting*. Any
Eastern student interested In
or who may want to improve
In the field of photography la
welcome to join the usMttarn
Photo Club.
Interested students ana asked
to come to the next mtttlny
on Nov. 9, In room 118, Science.
Building.

5F1|* Hmuprattg &tuip
212 WATER STREET

SIZES

Tlmex Marlin Watch

noRmnn COSITIETICS

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something naw
in Hair Cutting
No Itching

lour Alarm Clock

TRY BEFORE
YOU BUY
COME IH FOR A
EREE

KIE Designs Sweatshirts
The meeting was called to
order and the minutes were
read and approved at the Oct.
12 KIE meeting.
The various committees reported about possible future
activities. The club decided on
the design and color of Its
Bweatahlrta.
The Student Council representative reported the theme for
Homecoming and the KIE and
CWENS responsibility for the
decoration of the Homecoming
Dance.

MB. WAYNE HYNDMAN
Navy Vest Suit

MR. ERNIE KBAPEL
Olive Vest Salt

ITIERLE

be very appropriate for the
Homecoming Game or Dance.
Many of the girls really think By NANCY KAY PRINZEL
young men look fashionable In
Womea's Editor
the vest suits or the sports
Eastern Little Theater
coats. Sports coats will probElecta Officers
ably out number the stilts at
At the first regular meeting
the Homecoming Game.
of the Eastern Little Theater on
October IS, the following officers were elected: Suzanne
Ankrum, president; Carol Watson, vice-president; S U S a n
Couch, secretary; David Smith,
treasurer; anfl Fonda McAllister, Student Council representative.
^
Also plans were made to begin preparation for a social
function for club this semester.

An All Time Hit
An all-time hit among the
university men are the threebutton sports coats. These are
often navy blue, dark brown or
olive green, when they are In
solid colors. Otherwise they may
be tweed, herringbone or narrow stripes in them.
Mr. Ted Simpson, a senior
from Fort Mitchell, Is modeling
a brown and beige herringbone
sports Jacket. His slacks are
lightweight wool and are dark
brown. The color trend Is red,
brown and light blue. Ted's
shirt la light blue, and his tie
Is red, gold and navy stripe.
Ted has puffs in his pocket that
match blend In with his He. In
this sports set, the basic color

CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.
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Gene's
Style Shop

WESTERN AUTO
135 W. IRVINE

N. SECOND ST.
623-1650

(To the tune of "Barbara FTitohis*)

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.
Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song la
M rigour for every worthy causa and Institution,
■ut we wrote a song for Sprits anyway. We'd Ilka you
to sing it while drinking Sprits, though this aay
cause sou choking and coughing. So what? It'a all in
good, clean fun. And spaaklng of good, clean things,
•hat about the taste of Sprite? IXIA good. IVm
oleen. However, good clean things aay not exactly be
your ldaa of Jolliaa. In that casa, remember that
Sprite is also vary refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
,f*°J'.And v,ry c°"«i»ta. And aaybe we'd better
jilt while we're ahead. So here it ia. The Drinking
Song For Sprita. And if you can gat a group together
to sing lt--we'd be vary surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar I
You're the loudeat soft drink
we ever aawrl
So tart and tingling, thay
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To alt and think by,
Or to bring Instant refreshment
To any campus riot I Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar I
Pllp your cap, hiss and bubble,
fin and guahl
Oh wo can't think
Of any drink

OVVr/1

That wo would rathar alt withI
Or (If we foal Ilka loitering)
to hang out In the strit withI
Or slsep through English lit' wlthl
Roar I Soft drinkI Roar I
Yoahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. SPRITEI

I

..-:uuu«ia::;i£;: „:-x

Every day as you eat in the Idea.
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

For all your
College
Requirements
visit

frffilM*

Pictured above are U-Sbop stuaent employees Donna Brevel, Tom Whltfield. Jette Howard and Bob Pleva.

TRY OUR HOMECOMING TOGS FOR GUYS AND GALS
POT WOflMw

The College Career
N. 2nd St.

STRITE. SO TART ANP

TINGLING. WE JUST cnuiJWT
KEg IT QUIET,

RICHMOND, Ky.

Ph. 623-4200

Hrs. 9 to 5:30

Lady Qant
Custom Blouse
Prlngle Sweaters
David Ferguson
Ladybug
Boe Jest
Villager

4>

t+Z*+.
<$Kentucky
Purdue
West Virginia
Bowling Green
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Cincinnati
Miami
Ohio State
Florida

%

For Men
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qant
Custom Shirt
Prlngle Sweaters
Wright Pants
Woolrich Jacket
Bostonian Shoes
Palm Beach Suite

eastern Progress, ihurs..

Fashion-Minded Coeds Go Way Out
In Selecting Sleeping Apparel
By NANCY KAY PRINZEL
Women's Editor
Whether Eastern's young collage men realize It or not, the
girls go to ail extremes in selecting their sleeping ww.
They choose everything from
real short baby dolls to floor
length granny gowns and house
Many girls, according to their
mood at the time, go all out In
selecting what they are going
to sleep in. Some sleep in different pajamas every night, and
frequently when they stay up
an Bight studying Just keep on
their cut-offs and sweatshirts.
When getting right down to
the facts, Eastern's college men
would be terribly surprised to
see some of toe girls night ap-

parel. Moat of the girls bring
housecoats from
home, but
they often shop downtown for
some new pajamas and gowns.

of them come In colors ranging
everywhere from a pale yellow
with a dark print to black background with a red print

Otto. Qailtee
Granny BNMHI
Miss Joyce Lea, a sophomore
from PlnevUle, la modeling a
olive green floor length housecoat Her housecoat la quoted
and has small printed yellow
flowers in It Joyce's housecoat also features the empire
look with a yellow silk ribbon
Ued in the center front
These same housecoats are
also made at waits length and
street length, they are most
frequently featured In cotton
and light weight flannel. Many

Wild, Wild Pajamas
Appearing here in some wild,
Garvln. Karen is a Junior from
Carvtn. Karen Is a Junior from
Glen Rock, N.J. Her pajamas
are red and white print They
are made of cotton material.
Karen's pajamas have a red
background with a large white
1 lower design. He pajama top

Wheeler Leads Interesting
Life As Teacher, Author

has a boat neckline, and is
sleeveless.
Her
knee-length
bottoms have a ruffle at the
bottom, to match the ruffle
that goes around the waistline
of her pajama top.
So while all the fashions seem
to be going wild this year, why
don't you get with it and get
some wild, wooly pajamas too.
And really, anything other than
baby dooi pajamas and negligees Is really far out as far as
sleeping apparel is concerned

High School Pupils, Spelling to
By Delete* Davis
Feature Writer
| Write Notebooks (gradea 2-8),
Dr. Arville Wheeler, present- and a true story of Jennie
|y teaching WVhKfctton here, Wiley entitled "Whins Squaw."
appears to have led a vary
Several of his professional
busy but Interesting life aa books range from the Teachteacher, author, and the like. er's Question
and Answer
Bom in Wlnfred, Ky., Dr. books on reading, spelling, and
Wheeler later completed his handwriting to such hooks
high achool education at titled "How to Double Your
PalntsvUle High School- In Child's Power to Read."
PaintsvUle, Ky. He has had
Dr. Wheeler has written apmuch educational experience aa proximately 39 books in all. He
teacher In Johnson County and la also co-author of Teacher's
PaintsvUle; aa principal, as Di- question and answer books on
rector of Teacher Training language, and grammar, arithSchools at Johnson and Magof- metic, guidance, discipline, and
fln counties; aa superintendent others.
aa Associate Prof easor of WestHaving taught several educaern State Collage in Colorado; tion courses in the past Drand aa Professor of Education Wheeler la continuing to do
at Peabody College for Teach- so here at Eastern. He feds
ers, Nashville, Term.
his main objective Is to see
As for his educational train- Eastern as the number one ining. Dr. Wneeler holds three stitution in the state as far as
degrees. In 1928, Dr. Wheeler the training of educators is
received his A.B. degree from concerned He commented,
Centre College; in lv9B, his "Eastern's training more teachMA. degree from University ers In education, including suof Chicago, and In l»S», his perintendents and educators,
PhD. degree from Cornell Uni- therefore, why not become the
versity.
best?"
Business Experience
When asked what he thought
in 1930, Dr. Wheeler wa» of Eastern's goals, Dr. Wheelemployed aa correspondent for er acknowledged that "since
the Associated Press. He held we have become a university,
this position until 1038. Later, then we should provide the
In 1946-47 he became Execu. work of a university." When
tive Vice-President of Sandy asked If he thought Eastern
Valley Grocery Company In was doing this, he further statAshland Ky., In charge of per- ed, "The areas now granting
sonnel.
degrees are doing a very good
Since this is Dr. Wheeler's Job." He also said, "It's comfirst year at Eastern, he was forting to find a lot of progress
asked how it Impre—ail him. being made toward these
He replied, "1 like Eastern, I goals."
feel at home here." Raised in
Johnson County, Dr. Wheeler
also has his own farm there.
Special interests, such aa
reading, handwriting, and
spelling, characterise the ability of Dr. Wheeler aa author of
numerous works dealing with
these interests. Several of Ma
articles have been published In
the American School Board
Journal, Kentucky and Colorado School Journals, Peabody
Journal ,the School Executive,
the Nation's Schools, and the
Journal of Education Research.
He la also the author of current textbooks: Spelling to
Write (gradea 2-8), My Spelling Study Books (grades 2-8),
The Self-Teaching Speller for

Belforte
calendar watch
fixes you up
with a date

MISS JOYCE LEE
Olive Print Floor-length Housecoat

'Cadets Of The Week'
Are Four Freshmen
ssssssssH

ssssal 1 anal
sssMsH
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These four cadets honored their companies and bstsTHons
upon being selected "Cadets of the Week." They are: front
row, left. Gene Sims, right, Barry Douglas; back row, ttt,
Barry Bard, right, Jeff Moffit
Four freshmen were selected this week as the honored "Cadets of the Week".
George Sims, representing I
Company, 3rd Battalion, Is
from Harrodsburg, Ky. He Is
a business administration
major and plans on a career
as a business administrator
Barry Hammond is also a
business major and Is from
Frankfort He Is a member of
E Company, 2nd Battalion. His
Immediate future plan Is to

complete college.
Barry Bard, from Middletown, Ohio, Is a mathematics
major representing N Company, 4th Battalion. Completing college la his Immediate
desire.
Jim Moffltt a biology and
pre-vet major, plans to become
a doctor of veterinary surgeon.
He is a member of C Company,
1st Battalion, and makes m«
home in Ft Thomas, Ky,

MADCO MOTORS
Big Hill Am

Phone 623-6500

Home of Sharp Lot* Model Con
1966

GTO 2 Dr. HT. 4 Speed. 389 Engine

1965
1964

OLDS. Curias* 2 Dr. HT, 427 Eng., 3 Spd.

1963

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT.. Imp.. 327 Eng.. 3 Speed

1960

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT., Imp.. V-8. 3 Speed

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT.. SS. 327 Eng.. 4 Speed

For a Real Good Deal
Come in and see E. McDonald or Ray Gadd

BOSS KAREN G AKVIN
Red and White Print Pajamas

GOING OUT
OF BUSSINESS
SALE
NAME BRANDS ONLY
FREE ENGRAVING

KESSLERS
RICHMONDS OLDEST JEWELRY STORE
NEXT DOOR TO BEGLEYS
623-1292

SHOP MONDAY

FRIDAY 9 to 5.30
RDAYS 9 to 8

Ascot Striped Oxford
frames the edges of stripes with contrasting
color, etches them on deep tone grounds,
result; a striking new expression in striping* . . .
this superior cotton oxford comes in colorframed stripes of pumpkin on blue,
russet on green or green on gold
. . . tapered Hugger body
S

and s6°°

GARLAND
JHT5
STORE

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY <

McCORD'S
JEWERLY

117 E. MAIN
DIAL 423-5232

ft

Wear a Belforte Calendar
Watch and you never have to
ask "Whets the deter You
see it at a glance. Waterproof* too. Belforte Calendar
Watches start at only $16.95.

The Mark of Quality in Mens Furnishings and Sportswear

KrUjj'a JUnrtflt
&

(rJmuljlWHf
ilo*,

on the
campus

"Don't Say It
with Flowers, Say
It with Kelly's
Flowers."

Col Us For Prompt

in a class by
themselves!

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Men's Penn-Prest all-weather
coat—with zip-out lining!
No matter what the weatherman predicts, you're prepared in our handsome all-weather coatl Spirited coat
and printed lining are well-disciplined polyester/cotton. Penn-Prest so it never needs ironing ... comes from
a washing or a drenching fresh and smooth-as-new.
Versatile, too—just zip in the warm acrylic pile lining
for cold weather comfort. At this super-low price I

$25.00
"

Every hwiwlswwu neb,
classic perfection lor casual
wear cum load*... superb
craitsmanship, rfove-Hka
fit and the inj Swat
specially tamed for
handsewinf. Your very best
value m Quality

$16.99

Free Delivery:
623-4998
■Hie only local store In
REBECCA RUTH
OANDY.

Contact Our
Representatives on
Campus for

All Your
Homecoming
Flowers!

Sound Investment
You'll reap dividend* of good looks and comfort
with •very wearing of thess fins dress slacks.
Tailored in luxurious Orion* worsted wool that
refuses to wrinkle, stays crisply creased.
Thoroughly handsome to add an air of
Importance to your best sportcoats. Haggar
Slacks Just fit bettor, naturally. Wo have your
son in pleated front belt loop
model. New fall shades.
• DuPonfs Res. T.M.
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M
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Year Round Intramural Program Offered
By KARL PARK aad
ALLEN TRIMBLE
Sport. Feature Writers
Intramural sports on Eastern's campus are booming.
With the beginning of flag
football in late September,
Eastern's Intramurals offer a
chance for every student to
participate. Sport* ranging
from football to co-recreational

DR. GROVES
badminton provide physical
recreation for a large percentage of Eastern students.
For the past three years Dr.
Barney Groves, Assistant Professor of Health and Physical
Education, has headed Eastern's intramural athletics. Dr.
Groves has done a tremendous
service to the student body by
promoting this program which
has become an important part
of campus ltfe. Prior to this
there were no organized Intramural athletics on campus.
Aiding Dr. Groves in directing
Intramurals are students of his
Organization and Administration of the School Health Pro-

We're Ready
for

Who Are The WEKY Swingin' Gents ?

gram classes. These students swimming, Softball and track students place in intramural
By SANDY STEWART
to a tall, dark blonde with a
athletics. They are set off from
act as officials during the and field.
Progress Staff Writer
vivacious personality. He al.The Hedonists, a team com- other teams by their green and
games, which serve as labora- posed of local students, are an white Jerseys and contrasting
Who are the WEKY swlng'ln ways has wsaetsliia to say. For
tories for their class.
example of the devotion some sweat pant*. The squad own* gentlemen? Who are the disc Instance, — "Dwlght my bed
I a perfect record, seven wins Jockeys behind many listening caught on fire last night, and
The Department of Health,
and no losses, this season. Their hours enjoyed by Eastern stu- I Jumped up and threw the matPhysical Education and Athress out!"
i only defeat In the last two dents?
letics attempts to conduct a
"What Happened?"
I years came in the semifinals
They
number
four,
and
some
well rounded Intramural pro"That's mysecret!"
of last year's tournament The names have been changed to
gram for all Eastern students.
Woody Started la Irvine
c«ccc7
O
,,l,
,1„1,
Hedonists
participate
in
all
the
protect
the
guilty.
The purpose of this program tor 00-0/ acnedUle team's sports in an effort to
Woody got his start In radio
For instance, who would
is to provide for all students
win the coveted overall trophy.
at Irvine, otto summer. Be
a variety of sports activities
The Eastern Varsity Rifle Dr. Groves said, "The Hedon- know that Garnard Cheldon plalna, "My sad used to have
through which they may bene- Team is now conducting prac- ists are a definite threat to the Kincer. Jr. is Eastern's own
fit from healthful exercise, en- tice in preparation of the 1966- overall trophy." To a team Richard Karr, "The King," aa an airplane and I talked on his
Joy wholesome recreation, and 67 schedule. The team faces a such as the 'Hedonists, winning he Is sometimes called, has radio—I Uked that so much that
develop permanent interests rebuilding year after the loss means frequent practice and a brown eyes, stands S'7V and I got a two-way Citlsen Bend
weighs 162 pounds. His shoulder Dave Cox, a disc Jockey at Irandekills In sports. In an ef- of the number one and two team effort.
fort to encourage maximum shooters from last year, but Is
expansion is an impressive 40 vine, helped ma get my license
In
addition
to
the
team
and taught me what I know.
participation, each dormitory la
Inches.
confident
that
the
remaining
sports,
a
student
can
enter
divided into several sections
"Richard's my name—music's I became a WEKY gentleman
lettermen,
plus
several
outsuch
minor
events
aa
bowling,
which are designated as intramy game!" announces the 19- September 30.
From 6:00-12:00 weekends
mural units. Each unit Is en- standing freshmen prospects badminton, table tennis, tennis, year-old dee Jay from 2:80-6:00
will
enable
them
to
make
an
and
archery.
A
plaque
is
couraged to have representaMonday through Friday. The Woods wails rock 'n roll. "Do
adequate
showing.
Returning
awarded
to
the
winner
of
these
tion In all teams and individual
Richard Karr Show caters to what you love and love what
lettermen are Dale Jackson events.
sports offered.
the college set. "I play Super you do!" laughs the carefree
(Sr.), Larry Akers (Sr.), Ed
Flag
football
playoffs
begin
66 Survey records only—the top disc Jockey. Woody, himself,
Good sportsmanship on the Shaffer (Sr.), James Black
part of all participants Is an (Jr.), Robert Carroll (Soph), next Wednesday with the win- 40 tunes," he firmly stated "To likes dancing, basketball, and
SWINGING GENTLEMEN, Dwlght Golns, left, and Richard
ner and second place team of me the only disc Jockey Is a girls — blondes, brunette and
absolute essential. Any student and Danny Dillman (Soph).
Carr, right, relax and Joke at the WEKY control board dureach league vying for the tro- rock 'n roll disc Jockey; I'm redheads.
who cannot participate without
ing a break in air time.
The Rifle League has been
He is a native of Richmond
complaining or other unsports- expanded and renamed this phy in the double elimination really hung on It." His favorite
manlike conduct will be bar- year. Besides Eastern, West- tournament. A trophy Is also singers are Billy Jo Royal and and feels Madison County to a advantage to work that early his start In his hometown, Stanswlng'ln place to live. One day because the voice to so tight.
red from play. Any team which ern, University of Kentucky, awarded to the team placing Frank Sinatra.
"My show to mainly Is
he hopes to go Into electronics. Normal tones don't come until ford.
Five Years Experience
displays an overall attitude of University of Louisville, and second. Should one team win
establish a personality," ess*
the
overall
trophy
two
years
As
for
now.
Woody's
satisfied
poor sportsmanship will be Murray, the league now has
plains Byron."! want the
With five years ot radio ex- with dee Jay Ufa. "I lore It," 10-11 in the morning-''
in a row, the trophy is predropped from play. .
However, Byron to known for to feel that they are a n«
University
of
Cincinnati,
Xavier
perience,
starting
at
the
young
sented
to
the
team
permahe
piped
"Bless
you!"
Last year there were apand Dayton Uni- nently,
age of 13, Richard has proved
k
"I love you,
sweetheart, singing "Happy Birthday" each door neighbor to me, to be a_
proximately 2,000 students com- University
versity, and has been renamed
to be a popular, winning de Jay. sighs the well-known night life day of his program. In fact, to relax and identify with the
peting for the overall trophy the
The next major sport to be "I like disc Jockeys Just like I
program."
Ohio—Kentucky
Rifle
man on the Golns Go-Around some college students have ingiven to team compiling the
offered is basketball, which love
women — swlng'ln and Disc Jockey, Dwlght Golns en- sisted that if they don't hear
"I play good listening muses
most total points In the team League.
will
start
immediately
after
The first match is the league
sports. Many more students
the winner of the flag football smooth,' he laughed Continu- tertains nightly Monday this daily melodious ritual, the and old standards," he conInvitational
match
at
Murray,
ing
on
the
subject
of
women,
through Friday from she to day to sure to be fatal Says tinued. "I love Lettermen alare expected to take an active
trophy Is decided. Approxiinterest in intramurals this on October 28, 29. Tryouts are mately 60 teams and over 600 one of his more enjoyable past twelve. Accomplices Fee Fee Byron, "Some people laught at bums."
still
being
conducted
and
anytimes,
he
added,
"My
favorite
Working last summer wigs
and Gee Gee kep him company me, so I played the record toyear. The team sports are flag
students participated in sat
attraction besides my fiancee, with — "Just one more time." day. Public opinion has a lot the Department of Agriculture
football, basketball, volleyball, one interested should contact year's basketball program.
SPC Gregory of the Military
Anna Laura Caudlll, is Suzanne (Of course, one more what, we to do with it, you know."
in SoU Conservation Servian,
Science Department.
Pleshette."
Join EKU Next Year
Byron's future plans to to get •
don't know). His
Nightlife
A Junior Business major at Program (life at night, that to)
job In the Fish and Wlkusts
Byron
was
a
Journalism
EKU, Richard's future plans In- has become extremely popular
Department. "That's my sosi."
major
at
Murray
State
last
he said.
^ ^™"
clude going into the adminis- with Eastern students and to
year.
"I
plan
to
attend
EastRCAC SPONSORS DANCE
trative branch of radio as a somewhat famous for the InThe easy-going disc Jockey
ern
next
semester."
he
said
station manager.
to phllsophtoe. "I dears
stant request line.
"I'm working at WEKY to save likes
He is a native of Neon. "Neon
feel that women should be a
OMIy-OoMIy Record Spinner enough to start back."
A dance sponsored by the
Is a small country town, and
master—they should ha
Richmond Community Action
The 20 year old dee Jay has man's
Dwlght, being a sentimentathere's nothing swlng'ln but the
followers, not leaders."
Council will be at the Richbeen
in
radio
for
4
years
getting
list,
to
an
oldly-goldly
record
leaves and the trees," added
mond Armory, Oct. 29, from
spinner. "I Uke1 middle-of-theG. C. Kincer.
9-12 p.m The "Corvairs"
The Woody Stiles Show may road rock 'n roll aad I especialwill play and tickets arc
be
familar to many non-sult- ly like oldly goldiee," he ad$1.00 In advance, $1.50 at
Planned recordings,
casers.
"Live It up, but don't mitted
the door. They may be purhumorous anecdotes, and witty
live
It
up
so
high
you
can't
live
chased weekdays from 10/
it down," he advises his week- remarks make the Go-Around
12:30 in University 206.
one of the best radio programs.
end listeners.
The "real" Charles Woodson Says Golns, "I like the feeling
of accomplishment after I have
done my best."
The 21-year-old dee Jay
stands o'll" and weighs 180
pounds. His most outstanding
characteristic, however, are his
fW.tta
large, brown eyes, although he
to equally known for his Dean
Martin type personality.
Dwlght to a Senior Speech
and Music major at EKU. He
MM ft DANCE IN OUR PRIVATE CAMPUS ROOM
says, "I think Eastern to beautiful and I think President Martin to doing a wonderful Job."
D. G. has been in radio for
TOUT I^CTVOflfw Met tin cj rtoce.
2% years. "I am grateful to
The Horn* of me Famous 15c Hamburger*
WEKY for not only the ex»d Complete
ono French Fries.
perience but financing my college education and for the many
friends I have mads through
Shakos: Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate
the station," he said
42J-53M
The beautiful,
deep-toned
voice that awakens many Easterners in the morning belongs
SOUTH SECOND STREET
to Byron Crawford, the CoffeeTime man. "I set my alarm at West Main Street
Richmond. Kf
6:80 In order to get up," ha admitted. ITS really a

Rifle Team Ready

STOP and SNACK at

Homecoming.
Are You?

BURGER BROIL

j MARIOS7*

(Photo by Rob Kumler)

Miss Julie Harrison is wearing
a three piece costume with both
the coat and skirt being reversible. The colors are red and
camel and navy and camel by.

<

f

Pendleton.

The Little House
£WWKC

MYRNA
PERMANENT PRESS BRA
White polyester-cotton with adjustable stretch straps, fiber-fill
cups. 32-36 A, 34-40 B. 34-40 C.

$1.99
MYRNA
LONG LEG PANTIE
Lycra* spandex girdle, cross
front control, 3" inner band.
White. S-M-L-XL.

$4.99
CROSS FRONT SRAS
Cross front design for comfort
plus separation. White cotton.
32-36 A, 32-38 B, 34-40 C.

$1.59
LYCRA PANTY GIRDLE
Lycra* spandex girdle pares
inches from your figure. White.
S-M-L-XL

That Special Drttfr

$3.99

SOOVi SOUTH THIRD STREET

A-

Broiling makes the difference

Dean Ingels 'Expects Bert*
From Students And New Job
By SAVMDBA MURPHY
Camps* Editor
"Not to have a single problem that would necoaettats
■ endlnf a girt away from
school," la one of the main
reals of Mary K. Ingels In her
new poaitlon as Dean of
Woman.
Background of
Dean of Women
Mtaa InjreU, a member of the
Eastern faculty alnce 1M1,
holds the B.A. and MA. defrees from Baatem and has
done additional work at Appalachia Teachers College and in
Prance. She haa been serving
aa Assistant Professor of ForShe hadS2 years of high
school teaching experience, the
laat 16 at Cynthlana High
School, before coming to Baatem to join the Model Laboratory School faculty hi BB.
She began teaching coUege
French courses In 1M3.
Miss Ingels haa also worked
aa an aerographer during her
three years service In the Navy.
Students find Miss Inglesclasses to be one of the highpoints of their academic day.
Mademoiselle Ingels livens her
French claaeea with atortea and

UN MARY
Dean of
knowledge from her tripa to
France. Her face radiates when
she retells her Journeys through
the caatlea and mansions m
France.
_
.
Miu Ingels correlates French
history past and present to the
French lessons ahe la teaching.
As her students' comprehension

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
[ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

Available

AMPUS

*

C

I CALENDAR

%&><**

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

NOW! Eads TUiS.
2 Mocks off W. Main.

Admit Enluilalassastl

Corner of Popkw & Lombardy Streots

-AN AFFAIR OF

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

THE SKIN-

OCTOBER—NOVEMBER
1966
October 27—Thursday
"STAGE COACH"

PLUS

"SOFT SKIN"
^-r„ »*- - -

ii-

»— 1

;

Starts Weoswsaeyl

Picture Frames
EAST MAIN
STREET

Stephen Boyd. Raquel Wek^Edrond
O'Brien. DonaW Pteasence, Arthur UConnel.
W*am RedWdand Arthur Kennedy.
Produced by Saul DavrJ. Orected by
Rchard Fleischer. Screenplay by Harry
Kksnet Adaptation by David Duncan.
Muse by Leonard Rosenrnan.
CremaScope. Color by DeLuxe

Stadium Pads
Poly foam pad covered with
removable plaid covering.
In round or square pads.
Excellent for ball games.

88c
LADIES' SHETLAND

SWEATERS

100% imported
Shetland wool
cardigans.
Comet in all the
new Fall colon.
Including
heather.

$399

Ladies1 Slacks

(•!•>•!

Seeders*

"It's Finger Lickta' Good!"
....,-■■

BUCKET O.50

3
BARREL A-50
4

FEEDS 5 TO
7 PEOPLE

FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE .

DRIVE-IN
COLONEL RESTAURANT
Big Hill Avenue

Dial 623-4158

Richmond, Ky.

Cbunter-Guemlla Raidei
Offer Many Activities

young man must be a member
of the R.O.T.C. Brigade, he
must pass the Airborne physiBlack boots, Mack beret, or- cal examination, he must run
ange shoulder cord, orange rib- five miles, pass a written test,
Ann-Margaret, Alex Cord
bon, and shoulder tab are the and he must bsjn at least one
sMkssjgssMae external (set urea VM Ti'MBlh^'fJaerossK'
October 28—Friday
fcof a Counter-GuerlUa Raider.
In the CO. Company em"THE HILL"
Since the C.Q.R. Company was
Sean Connery,
formed a few years ago by phasis is placed upon physical
Michael Redgrave
Capt Robert Farris, each mem- development and framing, beber has worn these articles sides the regular military
October 29—Saturday
with the utmost pride In him- training. Special emphasis is
placed upon the Individual's
self and his company.
No Movie!
The Counter-Guerrilla Com- skill in doing push-ups, the
Football at Western
pany was formed with the pur- mainstay of the C.O.'s.
The company commander this
pose of training Junior MUtary Science cadets for the semester la Cadet Captain
October 31—Monday
summer camp they are to at- Clark Fuller, from Columbus,
"STOP THE WORLD
tend between their Junior end Ohio. The CA Chare Advisor
I WANT TO GET OFF" senior years aa R.O.T.C. cadets. is Major Calvin DeWttt.
Tony Tanner,
Since that time the
There will be no pledge
has grown tremendously, both the second sennastsr th& year.
MlUlcent Martin
In personnel and purpose. As The company will devote the
of this semester there are 26 entire semester t*> an Advanced
November 1—Tuesday
active members and 40 pledges. Training program. This pro"ZORBA THE GREEK"
Fall Program of AcUvlUee
gram win Include such actMAnthony Qulnn, Irene Papas
The purpose of the C. O. Ues as a radio uurnrnimlranon
and mountain repelling. The
November 2—Wednesday Company has also grown from company hopes to make a trip
one, expressed purpose to •
No Movie!
full program of activities. E"?tcssnj£eU, Ky. for more
Among the blocks of instruc- training. The C.O.'s also hope
Orchestra Concert
tion presented to the members to have a combined field trainof the company are hand-to- ing program against Murray.
November 3—Thursday hand
combat, bayonet training,
"JOHN GOLDFARB
map and compass reading,
PLEASE COME HOME" basic drill with and without
arms, survival, and combat
Shirley McLaln,
formations. And added to this
Peter Ustinov
program thT Ctt's hold at
least three Field Training ExNovember 4—Friday
ercises per semester. It Is durThe Warrant Officer Flight
Free Movie!!—
ing these Field Training Bxer- Program in the U.S. Army la
that each member Is given wide open for high school gradHomecoming Celebration! acsies
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Flight Program
Announcexl

Men's Hooded or Crew

EYE MAKE-UP

Nock SWEAT SHIRTS
Choose from 100% Cotton,
Hooded Sweat Shirts, or
Crew Neck or popular
Henley collar shirts.
Fleeced lined.

1.59 to 2.99

OftL IS HALLOWEEN HEADQUARTERS. EVERYTHING TO
MAKE YOUR HALLOWEEN PARTY COMPLETE!

GO COLONELS;
GO MADISON FLOWER
SHOP!
FOR YOUR HOMECOMING NEEDS
623-1601

400 E. MAIN

ROBINSON'S
Now featuring supplies for
Homecoming floats
/ Inexpensive Latex Flats
/ Spray Paints—All Colors
/ Rental Spray Outfits
/ Tempra in Pints and Quarts
(all colors)
/ Poster Board
Corregated board 30"x60"

Corduroy SLACKS
with big zipper Sec
Ladies' Wool Blacks,
Permanent stitch
crease
IM
Stretch Deals* SJ*
Flae quality Stretch
SLACKS AM - 8 M

MAYKLUNE

Magic Mascara
Ultra Lash Mascara
Fluid Eye Uners
All Reg. 1.00
OUR PRICE

ass

ANY OCCASION —ANY TIME

PMOYIESI

let our attendants do It for you.1'

SPRAY PAINTS
LATEX
POSTER BOARD
All Your Homecoming
Needs

During the corps periods this tests. ROTC flight training
slsts of private pilot Instruction
past weak, the following cadets
were awarded a DMS (Distin- contracted by a loceJ nylng
(this year by I**™*"
guished MUltary Student) or service
Air Taxi, Bluegrsss Field,
an ROTC flight wins;. To be ton
Lexington.)
Upon completion
eligible for a DMS a cadet
must be In the top half of his the cadet receives his private
license.
.
class, in the top fourth of his pilot's
These are the award-winning
MUltary Science class and recommended a DMS by his pla- cadets:
Cadet Cot Daniel B. Webster,
toon evaluation at ROTC summer camp. By attaining a DMS Flight (previous DM8)} Cadet
he may then graduate as a Lt Col. Jos F. Arterberry.
DMG (Distinguished MUltary DM8: Cadet Lt Cot James O.
Graduate) at which time ha Bracken, DMS! Cadet JsaJ.
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Maj. David M. Wagner, DMS;
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flight training a cadet must Maj. Erwta E. Whltehead, DMS
pass a rigorous flight physical and Flight; Cadet Maj. Finley
examination and preliminary R Hensley, Flight

Campus Flick

"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,

Art & Craft Supplies

DMS, Flight Award* Made At Corps Period
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McGregor Data Room
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4:15 p.m.
Chrtrtian Science Organisation _^|
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ama Canal, Cristobal, Caracas,
Gymnastics Club
!S*TW 225
5:80-7:80
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P
Salvador,
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6:00 p.m.
»*PPe^app* Sigma
"I feel more activities within
T125SSV S.
Montevideo, Rio de Jan6:80 p.m.
Newman Club
""SSf^JSn
the dorm will help develop an Aires,
YDung Republicans Club
°*}_2J2£
6:30 p.m.
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WRA
Weaver
Cadiz, Lisbon, Rotterdam, Cop7:00 p.m.
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Movle-'Mohn OoWfarb «*~fome Home"
7:80 p.m.
Optimistically Dean of wom- enhagen, London, Dublin and
Brock
Auditorium
en Ingels stated, "I've always Galway, returning to New York
Sigma Chi Delta
Bnohsnan Theatre
10:00 p.m.
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Floating Campus

j/ Glitter — gold - silver - blue
red - green

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10CATI0NS- MAIN STREET & BIG Hill AVENUE

/ Brushes and all the
accessories needed

ROBINSON'S
PAINT STORE
SOUTH THIRD ST. • RICHMOND

Eastern Preqregg, Thura., Oct. 27, 1966 Fog, 10

Alumni Chapters Select Officers At Annual Meetings
president; Jennings Daniel, 'S3, Dr. MTTCHEL B DENHAM.at Alton Box Board Co. 646 with many pluses of the irriBy LORRAINE FOLEY
monwealth Building, Louisville, ant dean of women at Eastern
a fun time wife
▼tea president; Elana Miller '34, a practicing physician and West Hill Street. Louisville.
gation project development in He is married to the former for the past four yean. Pat's being
AJsntnl New* Editor
for Cart and *
Gay, '63, secretary; and Shir- state representative of Mason
Dr. MORRIS M GARRETT. the Columbia BastB. Charlotte ZONNIB SUE ZOOCHI, '57, new ■lirtress Is Three Ksld Han, mother
ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Sandra Kaye, 2. She I
HOLD ANNUAL MEETINGS ley Barer Visedon, '61, treas- and Bracken Counties, on Sept. '41, has the right to be very writes that IS years ago, when and their new address is 3501 University of Louisville, EMU Route 1. Livle, Ky. 42888.
26 at Its weekly dinner. The proud of his son, Stuart, as they first moved to Ephrata, Vale Circle, Louisville 40222.
The Fayette County Chapter urer.
8. 3rd Street, Louisville 40208.
PHYLLIS JASPER 1
Plans are being formulated award was a walnut plaque Stuart was placed third In the the main canal was being conof Eastern'* Alumni AssociaMajor ROBERT L. ROBY,
JAMES U CATLETT, '58. NUN. '61. has accepted a
*vith
bronze
inscription
of
Dr.
for
the
annual
meeting
of
the
biology
division
of
the
statestructed
and
they
have
watchtion held It* annual dinner
'55, received the Air Medal at teaches physics at Miami Carol tion as assistant
meeting at the Little Inn In Perry County Chapter to be Denham's outstanding services wide competition—fat a field of ed the Basin develop from Cuchi, Vietnam, for heroic ac- City Senior High School, and East Carolina Co_
held on Nov. 10 at Robinson to his community. Dr. Denham 133 entrants, In the sixth an- rocky sagebrush country Into- tion while engaged in aerial
Lexington on Oct. 20.
also coaches tennis and foot- riUe. N.C. She has ~
was the Eastern Outstanding nual High School Science some beautiful farm land.
The new office™ were elec- Elementary School, Ary, Ky.
support of ground operations ball. PEGGY B CATLETT, '6t, University of Kentucky .
We also urge you to make Alumnus In 1964.
Achievement Day. Stu Is now
ted for the ensuing: year, aa
LCDR. RALPH W. SENSEU In the Republic of Vietnam
MANUAL C. MONTGOM- involved In the study of ge- 8r., '40, of Covington, Ky.. was while his division's base camp teaches fifth grade at Scott she hss been accepted gar.
follows: Mia* Imogen* Wells, your plans now to attend
Lake Elementary In
torsi study. Her counseMs
'43, president; R. Berry Wire- Homecomlng on Nov. 9. We are ERT, '38, Is principal of a netics through the fruit fly and the Recruit training officer of was under attack. Major Roby They have two children. Lias, perlenoe includes work
man '82, vice president; Mrs. expecting a record crowd this high school in the Lincoln Is planning to study mutations. the Summer Accelerated Train- was last stationed at Schofield age 8, and Paul Leslie, age 2, the Danville Board of
Louis* Gullady rugate, '99, re- year and hope all of you are County School System. He is He takes them to a hospital ing program at Naval Air Sta- Barracks, Hawaii, and his wife, and they live at 1640 N.W. 180 t»on «ad the Boyle
among the many.
married to the former MARION lab and radiates them, then tion. Olenview. TIL His civilian Joan, lives at 6-1641 Laukona Terrace, Miami. Fla
elected secretary-treasurer.
Board of Education. DezrvB
• • •
ARRINOTON '90. and they re- notes the effects of radiation occupation is • teacher at Loop, Ewa Beach, Hawaii.
Dr. Thomas Stovall, vice
WILLIAM JENNINGS MAR- Ky. Phyllis has two sons, JoMrs. B. L Murphy (MABEL side at McKlnney Ky. 40448. on the offspring. Stu's plans Withrow High School, Cincinpresident of academic affairs
seph and James.
JOAN DAWSON DOPP, '56,
and dean of the faculty at CROWDER, '13) resides on where Mrs. Montgomery is a are to be a physician and he nati. He returned to active spent last year teaching In TIN, '59, Is a teacher In Day■MMA V. ESTER, '61, k>
has proved that he can follow duty for 80 days, from June Munich, Germany. Joan has her ton. Ohio and receives his nail teaching at Cold Spring 1
Eastern, waa the principal Route 5, Box 123, Lexington, teacher at McKlnney High,
speaker.
lost her husband, a former |
CHARLES L STAFFORD. dad's footsteps. Dr. Garrett, a 5-SepL 7, as officer in charge master's degree In counseling at Meedowdale High School, mentary School and
The Hamilton-Butler Co., student at Eastern, on March '39, has been transferred to Covington radiologist, won the of this program. Mr. Bensel and will serve the Dupont-Ft_ 4417 Williamson Drive, Day- 100 N. Jefferson, i
Robins AFB Ga. His new ad- state award In the same field hss been in the Naval Air Re- Lewis, Wash., system in this ton 45416.
Ohio Chapter held its charter 29 following a long Illness.
Ky. Her daughter, Vivian
PEGGY MORGAN GRIOB- fen, is an elementary
The Maysvtile Rotary Club dress Is Col. C. L Stafford. Nvhen he waa a sophomore In serve since he enlisted In 1842. capacity. Beside Munich, Mrs.
meeting at Waldo's Supper
Club In Hamilton on Oct. 20.1 gave Its frst Community Serv- 447 Officers Circle E, Robins high school. The Garrett fami- He served on active duty In Dopp spent three years teach- BY. '59. tsachss at Dilce major at Eastern.
Officers are: Lowell Gay, '62, ice Award ever presented, to AFB, Ga. 31003. He is married ly resides at 128 Riverside the Pacific area for SVfc years ing here at her Alma Mater. Combs Memorial High School,
KENNETH McMANIS, ta.1
to the former BONNIE AP- Parkway, Ft Thomas.
in WW H and for 2H years Joan's husband. Capt GEORGE Jeff, Ky. She la married to is teaching at Woodrow w*
PLEGATE,'38.
CHARLOTTE BERLIN with the Formosa Patrol Force DOPP, Jr., '62, left recently Ellis Doyle Orlgaby and they son Junior High la Real
JAMES RICHMAN COL- BOUCHER, '46, hi a substitute in the Korean War. Cdr. Sea for a year's tour in Vietnam have a daughter, Kelaha Ann, Va He is married to the
LINS, '39, is holding a position teacher In the Ephrata Public sei Is married to the former with the 4th Inf. Div. and Mrs. 2H. Their mailing address Is mer CHARLOTTE AND
with Stoll-Myers Builders and Schools. She and Mr. Boucher Velma Buerger Sensel and Dopp will remain in Ft iLewls Route 2, Box IMA, Barnard •60,- and they have two- »--,
41701.
resides at 715 HaverhlU Road, have three girls and reside at they have four children.
dren, Melissa Ann, 4, who sets I
with the children. Their ad239 G Street NE, Ephrata,
WENDELL. B. HURT, 'SO, born in Heidelberg, " IIISSSJL
Lexington, Ky. 40503.
dress is 7824 76th Avenue S.W.,
GEORGE
HUNT
HEMBREB,
98823.
Mr. Boucher '52, is supervisor of research Tacoma, Wash.
BILL WORTHINGTON. 141, Wash.
Is minister of the First Metho- and Robert Brent 2. Task I
Is general manager of Alton holds an engineering degree at DuPont Photo Products In
CHARLES, '55. and BAR- dist Church In Jamestown, Ky. mailing address la 2781 ~
Box Board Co. in Louisville. from the University of Colo- Parlln, N.J. George received BARA JEAN MILLER, '57, He Is married to the former went Street S.W*,
He Is married to the former rado and Is employed by the his PhD. in physical chemistry DAWSON. live at 108 Mayor Glenna Bertram and they re- 24015.
NELL ELIZABETH OGDEN, US. Bureau of Reclamation at Ohio State University. He Avenue, GreenevUle, Tenn. ceive their mail at Box 506,
CTLUU^AIJLJGNCHANCSBVI
37, and they receive their mall' and has engaged In helping Is married to the former S7743 where Charles Is assist- Jamestown 42620.
MA '61. is principal of Bra*
CLASS OF '84
ant controller for the MagnaIW. JOSEPH GRAYBEAL, Elementary School in dnsssBETTY JO WILLIAMS, '52, vox Co. of Tennessee. They '60, Is an Instructor of lnngUsh natl. His wife the former Bs>>
New York Life Insurance Company
and they have a son, George, have a son, Michael Allen, 6, and History at Laguna Beach LIE McKENZDE, MA, '62, i* a
I am interested in joining the
111 Bennlngton Court
Jr., and two daughters, Susan and a daughter Dtanna Jean, Unified School District Prior guidance counselor at
EASTERN KENTUCKY ALUMNI TOUR
623-4638
Grace and Elisabeth Ann. Their 8. Barbara devotes her time to to that he was an Instructor Board of Education la .
home
address Is 68 Salemn being a full time homemaker at the Army-Navy Academy natt They reside at TTBT
OF EUROPE
Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Laws, Little Silver, N.J. OTTO. and mother.
in Carlsbad. Calif. He Is mar- Leaf Drive, raeaMewft ,
Health Insurance Pension Plans
Leaving New York City August 2
JOHN C "Bud" JOHNSON. ried to the former Karin Ksrr Both Charles and Bttttt Me
ELMER D. FERGUSON, ' 63,
ceived BA degrees at GeorgeCLU, has been appointed man- '57, Is a studio teacher, BTV, and is the father of two
ager of the Montgomery Agen- American History for WMFE- Christopher and John. The town College before coming tr
^
cy of the Prudential Insurance TV (Ch. 24) Orlando, Fla. Bud Oraybeal family resides at Eastern.
Co. of America, with offices has worked in this capacity 30832 Marilyn Drive, South Laat 3866 8. Court Street, P.O. since 1SS2 and Is married to guna, Calif. 92677.
Please sand ma tha details
WILLIAM HARRY WAGBox L, Montgomery,
Ala. the former Mary J. Isaac and
they have five children, Re- NER, Jr., '61. received his
36105.
NAME
The one-and-only
becca, 10, Mark, 8, Alan, 7, medical degree at the UniverTOM SILLS, '54, Is chair- Elisabeth, 6, and David, 8. sity of Kentucky and is a resiSTREET _.
man, division of Education at Their home address Is 6007 dent
SNOOPY
(OB-GYN) at Barnes
West Georgia College, Carroll- Boiling Drive, Orlando, Pla Hospital (Washington UniverCity
ton, Ga. He Is married to the 32808,
in his first
sity), St Louis, Mo. Dr. Wag.
former Doris Alsmeyer and
PAT ALLISON, '58, returned ner and his wife, SheUsgh Ann,
.full-length I
they have four children: Tom, to dormitory living after six have two daughters, Margaret
m, Riissr.ll, Evelyn and James. years of being away. But as Mlchele. SH, and Elisabeth
*•#•#->at 0'
novel 1
iThelr mailing address Is Route the new assistant dean of wom- Leigh Ann, 2. Their rsaMcnco
5. Carrollton 30117.
en at the University of Louis- Is 727 Cherry Street KlrkROBERT S. LYONS, '54, ville, her dorm life is some- wood. Mo
Mail to Alumni Office—EKU—Richmond, Ky.
CPA, is manager of Ernst
what different from when She
SUE ANN BALL JOLLY,
Em*. CPA firm at 1700 Com- ~VSHt Pat\ZZ*Z '61, is devoting her time to

Your New York Life

Agent on the Campus

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr. ^/

3 Weeks-$798.00

The Stereo Teen
atedel NPS41
Separate Tone, Left Channel end RIcM
Channel Loudness Control!. Choke of
Metallic OOM color with Off-WhlU Qotd
color front panel, or Pearl White color
with Walnut color vinyl pane' AC only.

OCTACHABU
REMOTE UNIT.

LUGGAGE

s^A

Canfield Motors

MEET YOUR FRIENDS JUST OFF CAMPUS ON SECOND STREET

OLDSMOBILE

ONE OF THESE SPECIAL STEAK MEALS EVERY DAY:

VARSITY GRILL

All Makes Serviced
™E£* A

leftspeakar
■alt lunctloni
attacked or
earn be
detached.

o
BLUE.GRASS
HARDWARE

HOTPOINT APPLIANCES—GIFTW ARE
PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL WORK
623-2390 — RICHMOND

77c

77c

Chuck Woqon
STEAK

97c

HAMBURGER
STEAK

VEAL
STEAK

STEAK

6995
plus tax

97c
SHRIMP

by Charles M. Sclmh

Two VEGETABLES. Freshly Baked BREAD and BUTTER with Each Medl
Save.0%
'urchases by Using Our Meal Tickets.
VootiAlPi

JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krogera—Phone 623-4010

J

77c

97c

87c

77c

CHOPPED

PAN FRIED
ROUND

PORK
STEAK

HAM
DINNER

SIRLOIN

SNOOPY
AND THE
RED
BARON
Ita a war story AIM wKS
raw drama, romance, guts,
and tears. And there's a pasture of Snoopy on every
$2 at your college bookstore
rWt,lttart,rt»*.WtetH,liK.

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
SEMIANNUAL SALE
HJOHN'MV MATHJS
RAKlllHli

RECORD

t
a-

«ALE-4
••COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS*•
OCTOBER 28-NOVEMBER 4

FIHAL WEEK

SAVE UP TO
POPULAR
JAZZ
CLASSICAL

$

OR

=mp with PmpM

Jl ^HUNDRED
V TO CHOOSE FRO

From Former List Price

